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Abstract

In recent years, stereo analysis and video understanding technologies have be-
come model examples for applying mature vision technologies to various academ-
ic areas or industries to improve accuracy, productivity, and reliability. Computer
vision technology has been recognised as a suitable and proper solution for many
expensive tasks that require a great amount of effort on observations and precise cal-
culations. The demand of such systems is only likely to increase in the near future.
Vision-based egomotion estimation, also known as visual odometry, is considered one
of the mentioned expensive tasks. Estimating egomotion is a necessary step to un-
derstand the actual scene from the input images, it tells the positional (where) and
rotational (how) data of the camera(s) movements, in order to solve a wide range of
major problems in computer vision.

The focus of our study is stereo-vision based egomotion estimation. Our pro-
posed visual odometry method follows the traditional workflow of visual odome-
try algorithms: it firstly establishes the correspondences between the keypoints of
every two frames, then it uses the depth information from the stereo matching algo-
rithms, and it finally computes the best description of the cameras’ motion. Howev-
er, instead of simply using keypoints from consecutive frames, we propose a novel
technique that uses a set of augmented and selected keypoints, which are carefully
tracked by Kalman-filter fusion.

We also study the possibilities of using the multi-sensory integration and multi-
run scenarios to effectively improve 3D shape reconstruction results towards 3D
roadside reconstruction. We propose to use the GPS data for key frames in the input
sequence, in order to reduce the positioning errors of the estimations, so that the
drift errors can be corrected at each key frame. We aim to bound the overall growth
of the build-up errors over the increasing travel distance. A least-squares process is
used to minimise the reprojection error and to ensure a good pair of translation and
rotation measures, frame by frame; see the fourth chapter for details.

Keywords: Egomotion estimation, visual odometry, stereo vision, feature track-
ing, optical flow, Kalman filter, bundle adjustment, 3D reconstruction, multi-sensory
integration, multi-run scenario.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This introductory chapter informs about the past and current research in egomotion esti-
mation. In particular, we1 focus on visual odometry, the approach followed in this thesis.
3D roadside reconstruction is also introduced as the application area for testing egomotion
estimation results. This chapter basically summaries the contributions of our study and the
structure of my thesis.

1.1 Visual Odometry

In recent years, stereo analysis and image processing technology have become a
model example for applying mature technologies to many other study areas or prac-
tical industries to improve accuracy, productivity, and reliability in this very special
research field of computer science. Computer-based vision system could be a suit-
able solution for many expensive tasks, which require a great amount of efforts on
observations or precise calculations. The demand of such systems is only likely to
increase in the near future. As we speak, the use of computer-based systems has al-
ready been the most general technique of humankind to perform activates that have
to be repeated numerous times or any particular tasks that require a great amount
of calculations with complex mathematical logics.

Visual odometry (VO) is one of the above mentioned expensive tasks. It does not
only require a great amount of efforts on observations (such as keypoints detection
or features tracking), but also it consumes a lot of computational resources to pre-
cisely calculate the position and orientation transformations of cameras. Even it is
expensive to use, visual odometry is a key to many computer vision problems, it
has become a necessary step in a wide range of robotic or vision-based systems. A
successful story of this technology would be the VO positioning application used
on the Mars Exploration Rovers [61].

1In this thesis, I use “we” and “our” rather than “I” and “my” following common practices as explic-
itly formulated by Knuth et al. [53]. However, I confirm that I, Haokun Geng, was the sole author of this
thesis.
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Figure 1.1: illustration of the visual odometry problem

The term visual odometry was firstly introduced in 2004 by Nister et al. [69]. This
term came from the concept of wheel odometry, which is similarly estimating the
motion of a vehicle by analysing how the wheels turn. The advantage of VO is that
it takes images (or laser scans) as the major input, the motion data will not be affect-
ed by many typical adverse conditions of wheel odometry, such as vehicles’ wheel
slips. Additionally, VO method could provide more accurate trajectory estimations
with a much smaller error range from 0.1% to 2% [82], with these advantages and
capabilities, VO could be a good attachment to most of the navigation systems and
many other computer vision applications.

A VO algorithm usually takes associated image data as its input, and then calcu-
lates transformation and rotation vectors of the relevant cameras as its output. An
illustration of the general VO problem is shown in Figure 1.1. Gathering precise ego-
motion data is a compulsory step in many high-level driver assistance applications.
Additionally, many relevant computer vision tasks could also benefit with accurate
visual odometry data. For instance, pedestrian detections.
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Figure 1.2: Test vehicle HAKA1 of the .enpeda.. project. The red arrows indicate the
positions of the mounted cameras. Standard input data are 10-bit grey-scale images
of a dimension of 960 × 320, recorded at 25 Hz. The binocular camera system was
upgraded to a trinocular system in the later stage of our study.

The testing vehicle HAKA1 (see Figure 1.2) will be the main platform to record
stereo vision sequences. The vehicle was initially equipped with two grey-scale
cameras, and the resolution of each camera are 960 × 320. We used the binocular
vision system to gather image data for the first stage of my study. After a while,
we upgraded the binocular vision system to a trinocular vision system with a much
higher resolution (2046 × 1080) and colour cameras. We believe the objectives and
expectations will be reached in the final stage of our project.

Unfortunately, calculating accurate visual odometry information could be a com-
putationally expensive task, with the degree of precision increases, the computa-
tional complexity of visual odometry analysis will greatly increase as well. Since
most of the driver assistance system are running in real-time, performance should
be considered a key factor or a potential issue in any visual odometry algorithms.

Moreover, high precise ground truth data is difficult to access, it can only be gen-
erated by costly precision instruments (such as high accuracy military GPS receiver,
laser cameras). However, there are many mature mathematic methods which can be
used to evaluate the confidence level of the egomotion estimations.

Furthermore, the standard input image sequences which are generally captured
from non-expensive cameras, they will always contain noises due to calibration er-
rors, complex lighting conditions, and so on. Therefore, remove or minimise those
random variations or other inaccuracies in visual odometry calculations must also
be taken care of.
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Performance is always considered a major issue in any computer vision appli-
cations. Because egomotion estimation for 3D reconstruction has a long production
pipeline, it involves several algorithms in each aspect. Consider the current status of
the general computational power for any personal computers, we decide to choose
accuracy over performance in this study.

We believe real-time VO applications can be expected in the near future. In addi-
tion, parallel computing methodologies could be a proper solution to the “compu-
tational power” limitation problem. Using parallel computing philosophy should
certainly be a common attachment to any future computer vision applications.

1.2 3D Roadside Reconstruction

3D roadside reconstruction can be used to create a visual 3D map for a city or a large
region. Due to its complexity of information processing and the size of its scale,
100% fully automatic process is a necessary step for such an application. The idea
was initially invited and introduced by Google Maps with its newly added feature,
called Google Street View, in 2007 [99]. It uses a 360 degree panoramic camera to
gather images for street-level images. Then the affine transformations are estimated
through the panoramic images. The affine transformations are not highly accurate,
only the close approximations are calculated during the process, but the motion data

Figure 1.3: An example of Google Street View for the landmark Clock Tower at the
University of Auckland. Retrived on 25 January 2016.
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Figure 1.4: An example view from the 3D flyover mode of Apple Maps. The location
is near the landmark Clock Towerz at the University of Auckland. Retrived on 25
January 2016.

is good enough to map the street-view textures from the images. So the images can
be combined into an overall street view, it can be displayed to the end users in a
decent perspective. An example is shown in Figure 1.3, it shows the street view in
front of the Clock Tower at the University of Auckland.

While Google Maps leads the development in this field. Another American tech-
nology company, Apple Inc., published their own Maps application Apple Maps in
2012 [12]. It doesn’t provide the same service as Google Maps does, such as Google
Street View, but what it does provide is its advanced feature, called the 3D city flyover
mode [65]. This feature provides the detailed view of a location with fairly precise
topographical and structural mapping in 3D. Figure 1.4 shows the 3D view at the
same location as shown in Figure 1.3.

By far, the texture mapping and updates are done manually by well-trained pro-
fessionals. Therefore, it certainly requires an automatic solution that could generate
and update the structural information of the 3D roadside reconstruction possibly
with stereo cameras and GPS sensors. The solution could also reduce the human
errors during any complex texture mapping processes.
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1.3 Contributions of this Study

Stereo Vision Based Methods. Our approach followed the traditional methodolo-
gy of the VO algorithms. There are two separate paths to estimate the motion,
one could be using the ICP-based methods to compute the best transformation
between two point clouds; another way is to follow the traditional VO ap-
proach to estimate the perspective transformation between every two frames,
with the correspondences computed from the optical flow method, the meth-
ods are discussed and published in our paper H Geng et al. [1, 2].

A Feature Matching Based VO Approach. The optical flow field is designed to give
the best-estimated results of the given features on the next frame. However,
if the speed of the camera set increases or make turns, the image could get
blurred, so the confidence of the optical flow field will be reduced largely. The
drawback of using the optical flow lets us review the methodology and study
the feature tracking based VO approach.

Multi-Sensor Integration. It appears the multi-sensor integration is a proper method
to break through the limitations of the approaches that use only optical cam-
eras. Our proposed method uses a simple GPS sensor to bound the growth of
the drift errors over distance. The theories of our method are explained and
published in our paper H Geng et al. [3, 7].

Multi-Run Approach. Our proposed method uses the designed multi-run scenario
to create and update the 3D roadside reconstruction. The multi-sensor inte-
gration is also applied in our method, in order to provide the initial guidance
of the positional data of different loops. The details are presented in our paper
H Geng et al. [4, 7].

Geometric Multi-layer Optimisation. We propose a novel approach for optimising
visual odometry results in a dynamic outdoor environment. We introduce a
weighting scheme for classifying best candidates for translation or rotation
estimations. The main theories and findings are demonstrated and submitted
in H Geng et al. [5].

A Novel ICP Method. ICP methods aim to find the best rigid registration transfor-
mation between two sets of given point clouds. However, our study shows
that the registration results sometimes could be trapped by the so-called local
optimal situations for real world data. Therefore, we propose a new ICP vari-
ant for solving the registration problems for the out-door environment. The
algorithm of our method is published in our paper H Geng et al. [6].
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1.4 Structure of this Thesis

The structure of this thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 1 is the introduction of my research, which summarises the motivations and
challenges of my research. It gives a basic overview of the visual odometry problem
and followed by a brief of the current development in 3D roadside reconstruction.

Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals and background that are closely related to
the field of my study. It also provides a study of the related publications and current
progress in visual odometry.

Chapter 3 presents our proposed approaches for stereo-vision based visual odome-
try. It also discusses our findings for different methodologies of visual odometry.

Chapter 4 presents a novel approach for egomotion estimation with multi-sensory
integration. It takes stereo sequences as the standard input, and the GPS data as the
supplementary input.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the extension of the current research, which is trying to im-
prove the overall quality of the 3D roadside reconstruction by finding the missing
data in the point clouds with the designed ’multi-run’ scenario. In addition, a multi-
sensory integration is also suggested in this chapter, in order to achieve more robust
results.

Chapter 6 reports a novel VO approach, we call it geometric multi-layer optimisation
(GMO). The evaluation and experiments involve the KITTI data sets and the corre-
sponding ground truth. The results show that our method could effectively reduced
drift errors to a fairly small value, between 1% to 1.5%.

Chapter 7 concludes the basic achievements of our study and provides a short dis-
cussion that suggests some possible future works.

Appendix A concludes the basic achievements of our study and provides a short
discussion that suggests some possible future works.





Chapter 2

Fundamentals and Visual Odometry

This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts of computer vision, which are related to
our study. This chapter also provides a detailed review of available and applied approaches
in visual odometry. things what other people have done, either in computer vision in general
or in visual odometry in particular.

2.1 Fundamentals of Computer Vision

Many computer vision applications depend on feature detection, a good feature de-
tector is of critical importance to improve the estimation result. Feature detectors
refer to methods that aim at extracting the “interesting” location in an image and
computing the relevant information of the extracted keypoints. The common classi-
fications of existing feature detectors are edge, corner, and blob detectors.

Since feature detection are widely used in many computer vision applications, a
number of different types of feature detectors have been developed, a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the popular feature detectors was done by Miksik et al. [66] in
2012. The summary of this study indicated that the oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
(ORB) detector (see [78] for its implementation and, e.g., [52] for a definition) gave
the best results among all available detectors in OpenCV (see [93]) when request-
ing time efficiency. Rotation invariance and noise resistance of the ORB detector
comes close to the general performance of SIFT detector, but at a much better time
efficiency. Scaramuzza et al. [82] discussed the usage of image feature detectors for
different visual odometry approaches.

The iterative closest point (ICP) method is a well-known method that can be used
to find the translation and rotation between two 3D point clouds by minimising
the geometric differences between them. The first ICP algorithm was implemented
in 1992 by Besl and McKay; see [19]. Since then, many ICP derivatives have been
developed based on the idea of the initial ICP algorithm. For example, the authors
of [25] report an improved extension of the popular ICP algorithm using a least
trimmed squares approach.
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The Kalman filter is a tool for minimising estimation errors introduced by the
measurement white noise; it effectively improves both the robustness and the regu-
larity (smoothness) of calculated trajectories. Badino et al. [14] designed a robust e-
gomotion algorithm with an extended Kalman filter for 3D position and velocity es-
timation; they continued their work and successfully implemented a head-wearable
stereo system with real-time egomotion estimation capability reported in [15]. Kitt et
al. [51] introduced a VO method with the RANSAC-based outlier rejection scheme,
the implementation used a sigma pointer based Kalman filter, see [89], which was
specifically designed for long range stereo data.

Camera Calibration

The pinhole cameras have been invented for a long time since the twentieth century,
and they become common equipment in our daily life. However, the drawback of
their cheapness is that most cameras have significant distortions. Thus, the calibra-
tion procedure, also known as the camera resectioning, is designed to eliminate the
distortions and other common errors, in order to map the camera unit pixels to the
real world unit millimetres.

A calibration procedure is usually applied at the initial stage of any VO systems.
The calibration procedure takes a number of snapshots or images from the cameras.
Then a certain pattern needs to be recognised on these images as well as the pattern’s
corresponding image locations, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Though there are several camera calibration approaches, most of the approaches
are built based on the three common classic methods of this problem: (1) Zhang’s
method [101]; (2) Tsai’s method [98]; and (3) Selby’s method [85]. The third method
is a special case of calibration procedures for X-ray cameras.

Figure 2.1: Examples of snapshot images for calibration with recognised pattern.
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The result of the traditional calibration procedure measures the intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters of the cameras. Usually, we use (ui, vi, 1)> to represent the po-
sition of the selected feature on the image from i-th camera and let (Xw, Yw, Zw)>

represent its corresponding 3D position in the real world coordinate system.
Let si denotes the skew parameter of the i-th camera, and k denotes the scale

factor. In order to simplify the problem definition, we assume that the aspect ratio
of the camera is 1 : 1. Let Ai represents the extrinsic parameters and Ki represents
the intrinsic parameters of the i-th camera, and W represents the world coordi-
nates (Xw, Yw, Zw) in 4D homogeneous coordinates. According to Klette’s explana-
tion [52], image point and the 3D scene point can be mapped as follows:

k


ui

vi

1

 = [Ci|0]AiW
> =


fxi 0 cxi 0

0 fyi cyi 0

0 0 1 0


[
Ri −R>i ti

0 1

]
Xw

Yw

Zw

1

 (2.1)

where fxi and fyi are the focal lengths along x- and y-axis of the i-th camera, cxi and
cyi are the coordinates of the camera’s principal point, which are expressed in pixels
coordinates.

Usually, calibration is a strict and careful process to determine the actual map-
ping parameters between the camera and the real world. But some of the computer
vision applications only require rough or relative calibration results to do the fur-
ther processing, therefore the self-calibration can take place in that case [74]. The
focal length, the principal centre of the stereo system, and the length of the baseline
are determined by the calibration procedure.

Stereo Matching

The idea of the stereo vision is derived from the similar theory of our human vision.
Many stereo matching algorithms have been developed based the concepts of stereo
vision. The relative depth information of an image pixel is described as disparity
values, which show the differences in distance from the pixels to the camera.

Hermann and Klette [46] demonstrated a novel data structure, called semi-global
distance maps, in their iterative semi-global matching (iSGM) algorithm for dense stereo
matching. The proposed algorithm enables the iterative evaluation of the spatial
disparities, aiming to provide more reliable results of the disparity map in real-time.

Figure 2.2 shows the outputs of the stereo matching algorithms. The disparity
image in the middle is generated by the SGBM method in the OpenCV library. The
disparity image at the bottom is generated by the mentioned iSGM method. The
result of iSGM method appears to be more convincing than the other one.
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Figure 2.2: (1) Original frame. (2) Disparity image generated by the general SGBM
method. (3) Disparity image generated by the mentioned iSGM method.

Gimel’farb et al. [38] also presented an interesting work on implementing a dy-
namic programming method in a parallel system. In general, we use stereo vision
to extract the depth information from the captured 2D images. By establishing the
correspondences between the two views, the 3D information of the scene can be
computed.

We assume that the scene point in the world coordinate system is (X,Y, Z), and
its corresponding points on the left and right stereo images are (ul, vl) and (ur, vr),
with the known focal length f and the length of baseline B delivered from the cal-
ibration procedure. If the left camera is the primary camera of this stereo vision
system, we can form the trigonometry relations of the coordinates as follows:

ul = f · X
Z

(2.2)

and

ur = f · (X −B)

Z
(2.3)

the scene point will have the same v value on the rectified stereo images, i.e. vl = vr.
Thus, the disparity value d is defined as the follows:

d = ul − ur = f · B
Z

(2.4)

Therefore, the stereo vision system can further estimate the 3D coordinates of any
tracked image features with the corresponding disparity maps. The typical setup of
the stereo-vision cameras is shown in Figure 2.3.
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•◦ A scene point at (X,Y, Z)

•
(ul, vl)

Left camera

•
(ur, vr)

Right camera

Epipolar line

Figure 2.3: A diagram of extracting the depth information from the stereo vision.

Bundle Adjustment

Bundle adjustment (BA) is usually considered the standard or benchmark of the
optimisation techniques for the visual odometry [54, 90, 104], structure from mo-
tion [17, 91, 102], or other 3D reconstruction problems. Triggs et al. [97] published a
detailed survey of several BA methods for image processing.

By minimising the reprojection errors with a least-square formulation, the BA
method refines the initial camera parameters, in order to more accurately predict
the locations of the tracked features among a certain number of sequential images.
As summarised in our co-authored work [9], the BA problem formulation can be
defined as follows:

E = min
(ai,bj)

na∑
i=1

nb∑
j=1

vi,j

√
(yi,j − f(ai,bj))2 (2.5)

where na is the number of the camera’s views, nb is the number of observed scene
points, and yi,j are the image coordinates of the j-th observed point on the i-th
image. The function f(ai,bj) represents the prediction of the corresponding observed
point. The variable vi,j defines a binary factor that equals 1 if j-th point is observed
in the i-th camera view, and its value equals 0 when otherwise.
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Figure 2.4: The RANSAC algorithm distinguishes inliers (blue) and outliers (red).

Random Sample Consensus

The random sample consensus (RANSAC) method measures and estimates the param-
eters that best describes the pre-defined mathematical models for the noisy input
data which contains a certain percentage of errors or outliers. The RANSAC algo-
rithm was firstly introduced by Fischler et al. [35] in 1981. They used the RANSAC
paradigm to solve the location determination problem in image analysis.

The RANSAC usually divide the input data into two classes: “inliers” and “out-
liers”. The typical RANSAC algorithms use a mathematic model, i.e. line, circle,
curve, and etc., to determine the inliers and outliers from the input data. Figure 2.4
is a typical example of the RANSAC schema with a pre-defined “line” model. The
features that best fit the line model are inliers, and others are outliers. Most of the
current RANSAC algorithms are designed to deal with 2D image analysis. Rusu et
al. [80] extended and implemented the RANSAC algorithm for processing 3D point
clouds, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Example of the RANSAC algorithm with point clouds generated by P-
CL [80]. Left-hand side images shows the original point clouds; right-hand side are
the results of the RANSAC algorithm for plane and sphere fitting models.

Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter was first introduced by Rudolf Emil Kálmán [49], who is the pri-
mary developer of this theory, and this filter is named after him. Kalman filters are
widely used in many fields, not only in the computer science domain.

Kalman filters usually have two major steps: prediction and correction. In the
prediction step, it estimates the current state of the system, which is called a-priori
state, and it also produces the corresponding uncertainty of the prediction. In the
correction step, the Kalman filter compares the predicted state and the correspond-
ing observed state at the same moment, and then compute the estimated state of the
next time frame. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a basic linear Kalman filter and its
predication output based on noisy input.

Schmidt [83] proposed a nonlinear extension of the original Kalman filter, which
is known as the Extended Kalman filter (EKF). The EKF is considered the de facto stan-
dard in the nonlinear filtering problem domain [48], such as GPS.
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Figure 2.6: A demo of the linear Kalman filter. Red line denotes the input data with
certain random errors; blue line denotes the output of the Kalman filter application.

The classic linear Kalman filter is the original filter, it is mostly used to solve the
position tracking problem in computer vision. Observing and tracking a scene point
movement can be considered as a linear problem with a tiny time interval between
every two input frames. So the process model of the linear Kalman filter can be
formed as follows:

xk = Ak · xk−1 + b>k + nk (2.6)

where Ak is the state transition matrix, bk is the input-control vector, nk is the as-
sumed white noise, and the state vector xk is a 3 × 1 vector, which contains the 3D
positional data of the current state:

xk = [x y z ]> (2.7)

thus the measurement model of the linear Kalman filter is defined as follows:

zk = H · xk + nk (2.8)

where H is the measurement matrix.

Prediction. Let x̃k+1|k denotes the a-priori state vector, from Frame k to Frame k+ 1:

x̃k+1|k = Ak · x̃k + bk (2.9)
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and let Pk+1|k denotes the corresponding a-priori projection noise covariance matrix
with state measurement uncertainty Qk:

Pk+1|k = Ak ·Pk ·A>k + Qk (2.10)

Correction. Based on Equation. (2.8), we update the a-posteriori state vector as fol-
lows:

x̃k+1|k+1 = x̃k+1|k + Kk+1 · ñk+1 (2.11)

the residual covariance ñk+1 can be measured as follows:

ñk+1 = zk+1 −Hk+1 · x̃k+1|k (2.12)

and measure the a-posteriori projection noise covariance matrix:

Pk+1|k+1 = (I−Kk+1 ·Hk+1) ·Pk+1|k (2.13)

thus, we can compute the relevant Kalman gain:

Kk+1 = Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 · (Hk+1 ·Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 + Rk)−1 (2.14)

where Rk is the covariance of the observation white noise nk. In common practise,
the errors are usually assumed to be the Gaussian noise.

2.2 Progress Of Visual Odometry

We consider egomotion estimation in the context of driver-assistance systems. Com-
puter vision techniques are widely used for solving problems that require extensive
and precise geometric calculations. For example, driver-assistance systems (DAS) in
the automotive industry require solutions of such problems. Computers are trained
to listen, to see, and to sense the road geometry and the dynamic traffic environ-
ment. DAS are designed to provide comfort with safety, to assist drivers to follow
traffic instructions, and to deal with road incidents. For instance, DAS should avoid
that a sudden turn results in a pedestrian accident or a braking manoeuvre in a
collision. Demands for computer vision involved in DAS are increasing in future
towards holistic scene understanding.

Motion data can be obtained by multiple types of sensors, including inertial mea-
surement units (IMU), global positioning system (GPS) units, radar sensors, cam-
eras, or laser range scanners. At this stage we choose to use only optical cameras
(and not any additional sensor), and consider accuracy as being the first priority;
optimising run-time performance will need to be considered later. Accurately esti-
mated motion among subsequent frames of a recorded video sequence can then be
used, for example, for 3D roadside reconstruction.
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Stereo cameras offer in principle economy and robustness but require more ad-
vances in vision methodologies. Camera-based egomotion estimation (also known
as visual odometry) is the method we use to determine the trajectory of the ego-vehicle
(i.e. the vehicle where the cameras are operating in). It is the first step of a whole
pipeline of processes for understanding the road environment. Computationally
it is an expensive task that requires massive observations and calculations. It esti-
mates positional and directional data from input image pairs recorded at speeds of
25 Hz or more.

Nister et al. [69] firstly introduced visual odometry in 2004; it estimates odom-
etry information based on recorded stereo image pairs only, not using other data
as, e.g., the vehicles’ yaw rate or speed. An advantage of visual odometry is that it
avoids the influence of motion estimation errors in other sensors, e.g. the influence
of mechanical issues such as wheel slips, or the still existing inaccuracy of (cost-
efficient) GPS or IMU sensors. Scaramuzza et al. [82] suggest that visual odometry
methods usually lead to a smaller relative position error (in a range between 0.1%
to 2% of actual motion), compared to traditional wheel odometry methods. [61]
presents a vision-based egomotion application used in Mars exploration rovers; it
demonstrated the great capability of this technology on another planet for the first
time. With these advantages and examples, vision-based egomotion analysis proves
itself as being a valuable navigation technology, and a potential feature of mobile
computer vision applications.

Existing vision-based egomotion algorithms take image data either from monoc-
ular cameras, stereo cameras, or omnidirectional cameras. A solid foundation of a
stereo-vision method for visual odometry is provided in [63, 64]. The presented
algorithm is for estimating the robot’s position by tracking landmarks with a stere-
o vision system. It proved that a stereo vision system provides better estimation
results than a monocular system. A method for 3D rigid motion estimation from
disparity images is also presented in [30].

Disparity values can be efficiently calculated from the well-known ’semi-global
stereo matching’ method. One of the outstanding stereo-matching methods could be
the iterative semi-global matching (iSGM); for detailed descriptions of this algorithm,
see [46, 52]. This method generates a high-accuracy disparity map, as recognised by
winning the Robust Vision Challenge at ECCV 2012; see [45].

Scaramuzza et al. [82] briefly divided the related works into three categories:
(1) feature-based, (2) appearance-based, and (3) hybrid methods. Feature-based ap-
proaches track similar features, whereas the appearance-based approaches use re-
gional dense information of all pixels. Scaramuzza et al. [81] presented a hybrid
method that used the appearance-based method to estimate the rotation of the ego-
motion, and estimates the translate with tracked features.
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Sparse feature detection methods only take a number of distributed image fea-
tures into account, it generally consumes less computational power than what ap-
pearance based methods require. Many previous studies suggested that the feature-
based methods have been proved and considered the quicker and lighter approach,
and this methodology is more suitable for real-time applications. Nister et al. [69]
published the first real-time monocular VO method with a random sample consensus
(RANSAC) outlier rejection schema.

Soon after that, Mouragnon et al. [68] proposed a VO method using local win-
dowed bundle adjustment to refine the 3D coordinates of the features and motion.
RANSAC and bundle adjustment gain great popularity in the error eliminating
phase of the VO algorithms in several related work [70, 56, 29].

Following those basic contributions, various studies have been carried out, from
2D-to-2D matching to 2D-to-3D motion estimation, and finally to 3D-to-3D regis-
tration problems. A method for solving a 3D-to-3D point registration problem was
presented in [30]. The given algorithm estimates the stereo cameras’ 3D rigid trans-
formation by directly taking the disparity images as the input. [76] defined concepts
of two-frame motion field estimation; the paper demonstrated a novel approach for
calculating 3-dimensional scene flow data using a Kalman filter and parallel imple-
mentations.

History of VO

Estimating the relative camera poses and translations from a sequence of camera
images for recovering the 3D structure around the camera is known as structure
from motion (SFM) [82]. Visual odometry is recognised as one particular case of the
SFM problem. The earliest work and introduction of SFM were done by Longuet-
Higgins [57] in 1981, and it was followed by Harris et al. [41]. The overall cameras’
structural, rotational and translational information is usually refined by a global
off-line optimisation method, such as bundle adjustment.

Whereas the typical VO methods estimate the motion data frame by frame and
build the cameras’ egomotion estimations sequentially. The motion data is refined
and optimised by local on-line optimisation methods, such as a local bundle adjust-
ment or a Kalman filter. In the perspective of computer vision applications, between
the “locally optimised” VO and the “globally refined” SFM methods, the method-
ology of VO methods appears to be more popular because of the two important
properties: (1) the motion data is estimated in “real-time”; and (2) the computation
time of the optimisation methods does not grow with the number of input images.

For a dynamic environment, the VO algorithms can determine the motion of the
camera by tracking and analysing the static scene features. However separating the
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static features from the moving ones is still a complex task. Badino et al. [14] present-
ed a possible solution to this problem with an efficient on-line VO method. Based
on their findings, they then developed a real-time stereo-vision based egomotion
estimation system [15] in 2011.

VO algorithms commonly use corner detectors in their initial step. Harris et
al. [42] presented their first work for a combined edge and corner detector in 1988.
After that, the famous “Good Features to Track (GFTT)” detector was proposed by Shi
et al. [87]. Another well-implemented corner detector that was presented by Smith
et al. [92] in 1997, which was named smallest univalue segment assimilating nucleus
(SUSAN), was (and is still) recognised as a benchmark in the field of feature detector.
The features from accelerated segment test (FAST) detector [77] is widely used in many
applications due to its computational efficiency, this advantage makes it suitable for
real-time image or video processing.

For applications include object recognition, 3D reconstruction, route navigation,
and visual odometry, we consider accuracy is more important than speed. Therefore
more complex and accurate feature detectors are more useful in this context. David
Lowe [59] firstly published a method that extracts the extra feature description from
an image interesting key point, which was named as the scale-invariant feature trans-
form (SIFT) detector in 1999. SIFT detector was further developed and proved to be
scale-invariant, rotation-invariant, and matching robust. Bay et al. [18] proposed a
local feature detector with a descriptor, named speeded up robust features (SURF), it
was claimed to be a more advanced feature detector (or descriptor) than SIFT with
respect to both robustness and performance.

Based on the common types of equipment that are used to gather the input image
data, visual odometry methods can be classified into three main categories: monoc-
ular, omnidirectional, and stereo (also known as binocular) approaches. Each kind
of the categories is designed for particular problem domains.

Monocular VO

With the ease of one camera setup, the study of monocular VO is an active field in
the last decades. Monocular VO algorithms aim to use a signal camera to determine
the relative motion data. Different from the binocular vision, the 3D depth data of
features need to be computed with a number of sequential images.

The monocular vision does not have enough information at the beginning to
determine the absolute scale factor. Therefore, this kind of approaches needs to
compute a relative scale factor based on the scale factor of the first two camera poses.
The default value of the relative scale between first and second camera poses is
usually set to 1, according to Hartley and Zisserman [44].
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Campbell et al. [22] presented an interesting monocular method, they classified
the optical flow vectors into two categories: sky (higher) and ground (lower) regions,
based on the locations of the vectors’ appearances on the input image. They used
the vectors from the sky region to estimate the rotation, and they used the vectors
from the ground region to estimate the translation of the robot. They proved this
idea could improve the estimation results, and the similar idea can be extended to
other VO methods for ideal situations.

Omnidirectional VO

Omnidirectional cameras can be considered a special case in the field of monocular
vision studies. It is rather a popular choice than the normal perspective camera in
the field of monocular VO studies, many publications were done with the omnidi-
rectional cameras.

Shakernia et al. [88] presented a method that could map the calculated optical
flow onto a sphere, estimating the egomotion by back-projecting this flow. After
that, Corke et al. [28] demonstrated an omnidirectional VO system that was de-
signed for a planetary rover. This work suggested that the vision-based methods
could be a reliable option for position estimation in places without GPS signals,
such as Mars.

Tardif et al. [29] proposed an omnidirectional VO for busy urban environments,
they introduced the method that used epipolar constraint to improve the precision
of their motion estimations.

Scaramuzza et al. [81] demonstrated a real-time omnidirectional VO algorithm.
Similar to [22, 40], they used a ground plane tracking scheme to find more reliable
features for motion estimation.

Stereo VO

Stereo VO is the most widely studied approach. We also pay attention on stereo VO
methods because it is easy to install in a vehicle, and they generally can produce
absolute scale depth data instantly (from the first frame of the image sequences). In
the context of the driver assistance systems, it is more friendly and practical than
other approaches.

Matthies et al [63] presented a stereo VO method that models the errors of the
triangulated features’ gaussian distributions to improve the egomotion estimation
result. The relative error was reduced to 2% over the travelled distance. Olson
et al. [72, 73] introduced a method, based on the Matthies’s work, using an extra
absolute orientation sensor to reduce the error growth of the motion estimation.
The results showed that the relative error reduced to 1.2%.
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Lacroix et al. [55] demonstrates a stereo VO algorithm for the planetary rover
to locate and guide itself to the planned destination. The principle contribution of
this work is that they used a selection schema to only track the pixels with high
confident depth information.

The Lacroix’s selection theory was then applied and used in the famous work
of the Mars rovers by Cheng, Maimone, and Matthies in [26, 61] and the VO im-
plementation on the rovers. They also used the Fischler and Bolles’s RANSAC
method [35] to do the outlier rejection for the egomotion estimation.

VO with Kinect Sensor

There are many attempts at introducing new sensors to this field. One of the most
well-known design is the Microsoft Kinect Sensor. Figure 2.7 shows the second ver-
sion (released in November 2013) of the Kinect sensor.

The Kinect sensor is a special case in the stereo vision, compared to the tradition-
al optical cameras, it is usually referred to the term structured-light stereo. A Kinect
sensor is actually a hybrid technique, which combines an RGB camera, an infrared
camera, and an infrared projector.

Since a Kinect sensor uses infrared laser emitter to gather the depth informa-

Figure 2.7: A photo of a Microsoft Kinect Sensor.
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Figure 2.8: An example of using Microsoft Kinect Sensor to construct and update
the indoor 3D scene point cloud.

tion, the 3D point cloud of the stereo vision for each frame can be mostly accurate.
Therefore, it is highly confident to use the ICP algorithms to solve the registration
problems and estimate the movements of the sensor.

Several studies of the VO systems with Kinect sensor have been done in this
field. Newcombe et al. [71] proposed a system with Kinect sensor to reconstruct
the 3D dense surface and tracking the camera’s poses in real time. Moreover, a
benchmark website is published and made available to the SLAM community by
Sturm et al. [94], allowing researchers and developers to evaluate their methods
using the provided data sets.

The Kinect sensor has its own limitations, due to its small baseline and fixed
common field of view, it is only suitable for the indoor environment. Its specification
only indicates the Kinect sensor would prefer to work in the range from 0.4 metre to
about 5 metres. Figure 2.8 shows an example application that uses the Kinect sensor
gather input data, it updates the change of 3D reconstruction in a static scene.

Another drawback of the Kinect sensor, compared to the typical stereo optical
cameras, is that using infrared light sensors would make it vulnerable in the outdoor
environment. When the sensor is exposed to direct sunlight, the infrared scanner
sensor will be greatly interfered.

Compared to the common optical cameras, the Kinect sensor makes itself more
suitable for gathering accurate depth data in low-lighting conditions. Fioraio et
al. [34] presented they work for 3D digitization of large scales such as an entire
building in 2015. This work shows the Kinect sensor could be an effective alternative
to the regular optical cameras “in the dark”.
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Methodologies of VO Algorithms

Motion estimation is the core computation task of any VO systems. More precisely,
the camera(s) motion is computed between the current image frame and the previ-
ous one. By concatenating every camera’s movement between every two frames,
the trajectory of the camera(s) can then be estimated. In addition, the 3D scene re-
construction can be carried out based on the estimated motion data. There are three
major methodologies for motion estimation in visual odometry: 2D-to-2D, 3D-to-3D,
and 3D-to-2D. The details and concepts of these methodologies will be explained in
the following part of this section.

2D-to-2D Methodology for Motion Analysis (according to [82]):

1) capture the input image Ik at the current frame, k is the frame index;
2) extract keypoints and match features between Ik−1 and Ik;
3) compute the essential matrix for the previous and current frames: Ik−1, Ik;
4) decompose essential matrix into Rk and tk;
5) form the transformation matrix Tk = [Rk|tk];
5) compute relative scale and rescale tk accordingly
6) concatenate transformation by computing Xk = Xk−1 ·Tk

7) repeat the algorithm process cycle.

In order to solve the motion estimation problem between two images, it starts
with determining the essential matrix between the two camera views. The essential
matrix contains the rotation and translation data between the two views, it satisfies
the geometric constraints of the matched features from the two images.

The method of computing the essential matrix was first introduced by Christo-
pher Longuest-Higgins [57] in 1981, and the algorithm was further developed by
Richard Hartley in 1997 [43], also known as the eight-point algorithm.

The rotation R and translation t can be determined by performing a singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the essential matrix E:

E = U ·Σ ·V> (2.15)

where U and V are the corresponding orthogonal matrix derived from the essential
matrix, and Σ is the singular matrix of the essential matrix E:

Σ =

s 0 0

0 s 0

0 0 0

 (2.16)
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thus, the rotation and translation matrix can be defined as follows:

[t]x = ±(·U ·W ·Σ ·U>) (2.17)

R = ±(U ·W±1 ·V>) (2.18)

where

W =

0 −1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1

 (2.19)

and
W±1 = W> (2.20)

Because of the number of matched features is overdetermined, which means the
results of the SVD operation could give more than one set of estimated rotation and
translation matrix, therefore a least-square optimisation needs to be performed, in
order to determine the best motion parameters (R, t) that describes the geometric
relation between the two input images with minimum reprojection errors.

3D-to-3D Methodology for Motion Analysis (according to [82]):

1) capture the stereo images for two frame Il,k−1, Ir,k−1 and Il,k, Ir,k;
2) extract keypoints and match features between Ik−1 and Ik;
3) triangulate matched features for each stereo pair;
4) compute Tk from the two 3D point clouds;
5) concatenate transformation by computing Xk = Xk−1 ·Tk;
6) repeat the algorithm process cycle.

The problem formulation of finding the transformation between two sets of 3D
points can be defined as follows:

E = arg min
Tk

n∑
i=1

√
({X}k −Tk{X}k−1)2 (2.21)

where k is the index of image frames, i is the index of corresponding features, {X}k
and {X}k−1 are the two sets of 3D points, let Tk denotes the transformation from
Frame k − 1 to Frame k.

The direct solution to this problem was developed by Besl et al. [19] in 1992.
Assume that the matches between the two sets of tracked features are known, after
computing the 3D coordinates of the features, we need to find the 3D centroid of each
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3D point set (or point cloud). The centroid can be computed as follows:

Ck =
1

n

n∑
i=1

{Xk}i (2.22)

and

Ck−1 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

{Xk−1}i (2.23)

according to the method described by Arun et al. [13], we can directly find the dif-
ferences between the centroid of the point clouds:

M =

n∑
i=1

[({Xk−1}i − Ck−1)> · ({Xk}i − Ck)] (2.24)

then the rotation and translation between the two point clouds can be estimated
using the SVD operation on the centroid difference matrix:

SV D(M) = (U,S,V) (2.25)

thus, the rotation and translation matrix can be calculated as follows:

Rk = VU> (2.26)

tk = Ck −R · Ck−1 (2.27)

finally, the transformation Tk can be formed with the estimated rotation matrix and
translation vector:

Tk =

[
Rk tk
0 1

]
(2.28)

The confidence of the estimated transformation highly depends on the accuracy
of the stereo matching methods, since the computation mainly relies on the 3D co-
ordinates of the two corresponding point clouds. Maimone et al. [61] extended the
traditional method by adding weights into the problem formulation, and the weight
values depend on the uncertainties of the stereo matching results.

3D-to-2D Methodology for Motion Analysis (according to [82]):

1) capture the input image Ik;
2) extract keypoints and match features between Ik−1 and Ik;
3) triangulate matched features for each stereo pair;
4) compute camera pose transformation matrix Tk using PnP algorithm;
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5) concatenate transformation by computing Xk = Xk−1 ·Tk

6) repeat the algorithm process cycle.

There is an advantage in using the 2D-to-2D and 3D-to-2D methods compared to
the 3D-to-3D method for motion estimation because the 3D-to-3D method will only
work well if the feature tracking results contain a minimum level of errors and the
depth data or the triangulation process has high confidence. Nister et al. [69] ad-
dressed that the VO performance of the 3D-to-2D method is greatly superior com-
paring to the 3D-to-3D method because the image reprojection error is minimised in
the former method.

In the monocular scheme, the 2D-to-2D method is more practical compared to
the 3D-to-2D method, since it avoids point triangulation. So it won’t bring another
complex task, the depth uncertainty, into account. However, the focus of our study
is the stereo-vision-based system, the monocular schema is not the key area.

An advantage of the stereo camera scheme, comparing to the monocular one, is
that the 3D depth can be directly computed from a single stereo image pair rather
than from the adjacent frames as in the monocular scheme. The stereo matching
algorithms are a key step in our approach for computing depth data, it is previously
introduced in Section 2.1.

2.3 Summary

This chapter reported the fundamentals that are closely related to our study in com-
puter vision. We reviewed some of the previous work, trying to catch the current
progress of visual odometry.

Generally speaking, VO algorithms can be classified into three main categories:
monocular, omnidirectional, and stereo visions, based on the types of the optical
sensors. Since we would like our methods to work in the context of both roadside
reconstruction and driver assistance systems, and the review of previous work sug-
gests that the stereo VO methods appear to be more suitable for solving the puzzles
of our research, we choose to focus on stereo-vision based VO methods.

Noise is always an issue in any computer vision algorithms and application-
s. RANSAC, Kalman filter, and bundle adjustment are the “tools” can be used for
minimising the introduced errors. These methods need to be carefully selected for
different circumstances, and we still need to take the balance between performance
and accuracy into account.





Chapter 3

Stereo-Vision Based Egomotion Estimation

This chapter firstly presents the proposed approach for stereo-vision based egomotion es-
timation in Section 3.1. This method estimates the motion data of a mobile stereo vision
system. The proposed method focuses on calculating the cameras’ movement between every
two frames in a relatively small time interval. An extended Kalman filter is used to eliminate
the white noise, in order to get a better prediction of both positional and rotational estima-
tions. This chapter secondly reports and discusses a novel egomotion estimation method,
named stereo-vision point-cloud back mapping method (sPBM), aims at minimizing
3D back-projection errors in Section 3.2. Part of the chapter’s content is published in our
papers [1, 2, 11].

3.1 Optical Flow Based Approach

Egomotion estimation is considered one of the mentioned expensive tasks. Estimat-
ing egomotion is a necessary step of understanding the actual scene from the input
images, it tells the positional (where) and rotational (how) data of the camera(s), in
order to solve a wide range of related problems in computer vision.

Comparing with other advanced data gathering equipment, such as laser scan-
ners, cameras are a relatively cheap option for equipment for egomotion analysis
(compared, for example, to high-accuracy GPS or laser range-finders). However,
the advantage of the cheapness comes with some drawbacks; one drawback is that
most of them have some distortions. Therefore, it is important to apply careful cali-
bration to minimise the distortion errors.

Our proposed method consists of three main components: feature matching,
motion estimation, and noise filtering with an extended Kalman filter. A detailed
flowchart of our method is given in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A basic walkthrough chart of our proposed method. Every block indi-
cates each major step of the method.

Calibration Procedure

Calibration procedure is the initial stage of our proposed method, it determines the
required intrinsic parameters, including distortion coefficients, and extrinsic param-
eters defining an affine transform between both camera poses. The camera intrinsic
parameters describe the mapping conversions between the camera and real world
coordinates. Projecting a 2D image point p into the world coordinates can be de-
scribed as follows:

p =

uv
d

 = CX =

fx 0 cx
0 fy cy
0 0 1

XY
Z

 (3.1)

where (u, v) are the homograph coordinates of a scene point with 3D coordinates
(X,Y, Z), and d is the depth factor of point p. The camera-intrinsic matrix C contains
four parameters: the camera focal lengths fx and fy in x- and y-axis direction, and
the image coordinates cx and cy of the optical projection centre (principle point).

Additionally, a reprojection matrix can be then constructed based on the gath-
ered intrinsic parameters. A reprojection matrix is used to reproject or convert two-
dimensional features into three dimensions. Then the egomotion estimation could
be carried out with three-dimensional point clouds. The reprojection matrix can be
obtained as follows:

Q =


1 0 0 −cx
0 1 0 −cy
0 0 0 f

0 0 −1/B (cx − c′x)/B
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where cx and cy are the optical projection centre (principle point). f is the focal
length of the stereo camera system. B is the baseline which describes the translation
distance from the left to the right camera. According to [20], given a two dimen-
sional point (x, y) and its disparity value (d), we can directly project the 2D image
feature into 3D coordinates using:

Q×
[
x y d 1

]>
=
[
X Y Z W

]>
(3.2)

Then the actual corresponding 3D coordinates of the given feature can be calculated
as follows:

(X3D, Y3D, Z3D) = (X/W,Y/W,Z/W ) (3.3)

Self-Calibration (Optional)

The self-calibration method has a lightweight in the perspective of computational
power. It can provide scalable and relative depth information of the features on a
given pair of stereo images. This method can be considered an optional method
when the approach is not sensitive to the accuracy of the depth values, so we could
use the self-calibration method with a few assumed parameters for solving the same
problems.

Feature detection and matching is the key step of the self-calibration method.
Song et al. [93] evaluated a number of mainstream feature detectors, it suggests that
oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) detector (see [78] for its implementation)
appears to be rotation invariant and noise resistant. It is generally considered an
efficient alternative to popular SIFT and SURF detectors (both of them are not free
for commercial applications).

Firstly, two sets of features are detected from both left and right images, the best
case would be all the features are normally distributed on all the interest regions of
the input images. The k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) method is used here to find the
best matches between the two input sets. Then a cross-symmetric test is applied,
only the consistent matches for both sets are kept.

τ ≤
√

(xi(left→right) − xi(right→left))2 + (yi(left→right) − yi(right→left))2 (3.4)

where τ is the size of the tolerance window. xi and yi are the corresponding features
from the two sets. Inliers must be the features with a distance within the tolerance
window (threshold). Usually, the size of the tolerance window can be set to 0. Af-
ter the symmetric test, we need to remove possible faulty matches by following a
filtering function (as described by Lowe in [60]):

Mi(left→right) − 0.35×Mi(right→left)

{
good matches if < 0

bad matches if ≥ 0
(3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Matched feature points and their correspondences from left and right
images

where Mi is the score of similarity of the matches in a certain matching direction
(i.e. from the left image to the right image). Moreover, only 25% of the maximum
distance in the image region is allowed. Therefore, a distance threshold λdistance for
all matched features is given as follows:

λdistance = 0.25×
√
h2 + w2 (3.6)

where h is the height, and w is the width of the image pair. So the matched features
from left and right images should comply the following rule:

D =
√

(xi(left→right) − xi(right→left))2 + (yi(left→right) − yi(right→left))2 (3.7)

The matches are only valid when the distance D is smaller than the distance
threshold Tdistance. Finally, we use the random sample consensus (RANSAC) al-
gorithm to ensure that all the matched features points are well-fitted according to
a solved epipolar geometric relation. Figure 3.2 shows the results of the feature
matching phase.

In order to generate sufficient depth information for our proposed method, the
uncalibrated stereo image pair requires the rectification transformation. The funda-
mental matrix describes the epipolar geometric relationships between the two input
images:

p′T · F · p = 0 (3.8)

where p′ and p are the matched features on left and right images. Figure 3.3 shows
the result of the image pair after rectification, and their corresponding disparity im-
age. Red colour indicates the closer distance whereas blue colour indicates further
distance.
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Disparity Generation

The disparity is measured with iterative semi-global matching (iSGM) described
in [46]; the disparity value is valid if and only if it is greater than zero. A best pair of
translation and rotation matrices can be obtained by least-square optimization with
two sorted sets of matched features from frame k to frame k + 1:

E = arg min
(R,t)

n∑
i=1

|P(mk+1)−P(Rk ·mk − tk)| (3.9)

P(mk) is the projection function defined as follows:

P(mk) =
f ·B
d
· (u, v, 1)> = (X,Y, Z)> (3.10)

Here, u, v are the feature coordinates in the input image, f is the focal length of the
corresponding camera, B is the length of the baseline, and d is the disparity value of
this feature. This provides the projected 3D coordinates of the feature in the scene.

Feature Selection Scheme

The given feature’s distance along z-axis to the camera can be calculated with based
on its disparity value, the simplified formula is given as follows:

Z =
f ·B
d

(3.11)

where Z is the distance in the 3D world coordinates, f is the focal length of the
stereo camera system, B is the baseline value, and d is the corresponding disparity
value at the feature’s position on the input image.

Thus, the relation between the distance range uncertainty and change in dispar-
ity are given as the follows:

Z4 =
f ·B
Z2

· d4 (3.12)

Figure 3.3: The rectified images and their corresponding disparity map
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Figure 3.4: Left: Distance vs. Disparity. Right: Uncertainty vs. Distance.

Z4 is the the uncertainty when calculate the feature distance at a certain range, and
d4 is the change in disparity value. In our case, the valid range of disparity values
is (0,256]. The mathematic relationship between features’ distance uncertainty and
disparity values is shown in Figure 3.4.

The formulae indicate that the features at a further distance (with a smaller dis-
parity value) have larger distance uncertainties, whereas the closer features (with a
larger disparity value) lead smaller distance uncertainties.

In order to minimise the errors (or uncertainties) for the two different estimation
scenarios, we proposed a feature selection scheme. Features with a smaller dispar-
ity are put into a candidate set for estimating rotational measurements. Features
with larger disparity values are used to calculate the translational component of the
cameras’ movements. The schema uses a threshold, which is the median value of
all detected features’ disparity, to create the two candidate sets as mentioned.

Optical Flow Field

First of all, it requires uniformly distributed features to construct an optical flow
field. ORB detector (as mentioned in [78]) could be one option but it only detects
a limited number of features on an image. With our designed ’feature selection
scheme’, the number of features could be too small to provide a stable estimation in
the later motion estimation. Therefore, we use the famous FAST feature detector in
this case. The optical flow field can then be built up by the iterative Lucas-Kanade
algorithm with pyramids. A detailed implementation of Lucas-Kanade method is
presented by Bouguet in [21].
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Estimation Method

Finding the fundamental matrix describes the epipolar geometric relationships be-
tween the two input images. According to a 1997 comparison of methods for es-
timating the fundamental matrix [96], the least median of squares (LMS) and ran-
dom sample consensus (RANSAC) provide generally well-fitted results. However,
the LMS method can only provide correct results when the detected feature set has
more than 50% inliers. Since this condition can not be ensured in our situation, so
we choose to use an RASAC algorithm to determine the fundamental matrix. The
fundamental matrix F specifies the epipolar geometric relation by means of

{b}> · F · {a} = 0 (3.13)

where {a} and {b} are corresponding (matched) features on the first and second
input image. The essential matrix E can be obtained by following

E ≈ C′> · F ·C (3.14)

where K ′ and K are the corresponding camera intrinsic matrices of the second and
the first input images. The essential matrix also describes the geometric relation
between both input images [57]. The essential matrix can be calculated from the
fundamental matrix as follows:

Ek ≈ sk · [t]k ·Rk (3.15)

where sk is the scale factor, [t]k is the translation matrix, and Rk is the rotation
matrix, from frame k−1 to frame k. [t]k is the cross product matrix of the translation
vector [tx, ty, tz]>. In order to extract the translation and rotation matrix from the
essential matrix E, a singular value decompression (SVD) of E is used at this stage:

SV D(E) = U · S ·V> = (s ·U · Z · S ·Ut) · (U ·W±1 ·V>) (3.16)

The essential matrix can be expressed with four possible pairs of rotation and trans-
lation matrices, based on Equation (3.15), as follows:

[t]x = ±(s ·U · Z · S ·U>) and R = ±(U ·W±1 ·V>)

Since the corresponding disparity value of each matched feature is calculated from
the same stereo system, we can assume that the noise levels of all the features, which
are projected into the real scene, are proportionally similar.

Kalman Filter

This section proposes a Kalman filter that is used to predict and correct the estima-
tion of the vehicle’s position and orientation, frame by frame. The iterated extended
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Kalman filter (IEKF) is a widely used method for nonlinear systems, and it is reli-
able for solving problems almost linear [48]. In our case, between subsequent frames
there is only a relatively small time interval, thus defining an “almost” linear prob-
lem.

Process Model. The process model of our method follows the general form

xk = Ak · xk−1 + bk + nk (3.17)

of a Kalman filter where the state vector xk is a 6 × 1 vector that contains the cam-
era’s world coordinates (X,Y, Z), with its orientation vector that contains the three
relevant Euler angles (i.e., ‘pitch’, ‘roll’, and ‘yaw’ angles). Combining the positional
and orientational data in the state vector xk = (Xk, Yk, Zk, ϕk, θk, ψk)>, we obtain
the state-transformation matrix

Ak =

[
Rk 03×3

03×3 I3

]
The transition input vector of the Kalman filter is as follows:

bk = (tk|4ϕk,4θk,4ψk)>

Measure Model. A measurement can be defined by giving the position on the input
image with a depth factor p = (u, v, d)>, and its relevant rotation matrix. It describes
that the corresponding depth data d and its position (u, v) can be directly calculated
from the stereo image pairs, thus the current state vector xk has a relation with the
measurement state vector zk that is described as follows:

zk = H · xk + nk = (u, v, d,Rx,Ry,Rz)> (3.18)

where (Rx,Ry,Rz) are the rotation matrices about the x−, y−, and z−axis. Noise
nk is assumed to be white (Gaussian) noise with a zero-mean normal distribution.
With known focal length, baseline, and rotation matrix, the measurement matrix H
can then be formed:

H =

[
Pk 03×3

03×3 4Rk

]
(3.19)

where the projection function can be expressed as follows:

Pk =


d

f ·B 0 0

0 d
f ·B 0

0 0 d2

f ·B

 (3.20)
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and the rotation matrix contains information of the three angles:

Rk =

4ϕk 0 0

0 4θk 0

0 0 4ψk

 (3.21)

An implemented Kalman filter consists of two major steps in one calculation:
prediction and correction. In the prediction step, it predicts the projections of the
current state vector to the next state, in order to obtain a so-called ‘a-priori’ estima-
tion. In the correction step, it measures the optimal Kalman gain, then updates the
‘a-posteriori’ state based on the calculated Kalman gain.

Prediction. It is required to estimate an a-priori state vector x̃k+1|k from Frame k to
Frame k + 1:

x̃k+1|k = Ak · x̃k + bk (3.22)

and we can compute the a-priori projection noise covariance matrix Pk+1|k with its
relative state measurement uncertainty Qk:

Pk+1|k = Ak ·Pk ·A>k + Qk (3.23)

Correction. The relevant Kalman gain can be computed for the next state based on
Equation (3.18):

Kk+1 = Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 · (Hk+1 ·Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 + nk)−1 (3.24)

the residual covariance ñk+1 can be measured as follows:

ñk+1 = zk+1 −Hk+1 · x̃k+1|k (3.25)

finally, we update the ‘a-posteriori’ state vector:

x̃k+1|k+1 = x̃k+1|k + Kk+1 · ñk+1 (3.26)

where we can measure the ‘a-posteriori’ projection noise covariance matrix:

Pk+1|k+1 = (I−Kk+1 ·Hk+1) ·Pk+1|k (3.27)

There are two measured errors: nk is the covariance of the observation white noise,
and Qk is the description of the predicted estimation error or uncertainty.
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Results and Evaluation

The estimation is based on the following assumptions: (1) the stereo cameras are
well calibrated when recording the sequences; (2) the camera intrinsic parameters
remain the same as given by the calibration results; (3) recorded sequences from left
and right cameras are always time-synchronized.

The testing sequence contains 1, 292 stereo images recorded at our Tamaki cam-
pus. The sequence is recorded at 30 Hz, and frame dimensions are 960× 320 pixels.
An example of rectified input stereo image pairs and their corresponding disparity
maps are shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Top: A pair of the rectified stereo input images. Bottom: Corresponding
disparity maps generated by iSGM(left) and SGBM(right) methods.

Figure 3.6: Upper-left: Moving forward with a lower speed. Upper-right: Moving
forward with a higher speed. Lower-left: Turning right. Lower-right: Bundling up.
Optical flow field construction results after filtering outliers
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Figure 3.6 shows the optical flow results after filtering outliers and features with
invalid disparity values. The optical flow field is then ready for further processing.
Figure 3.7 compares the actual matched features (red) with transformed matched
features from the previous frames (yellow). The estimated trajectory of the test vehi-
cle is shown in Figure 3.8. The flow errors between the actual and estimated features
from Frame k to k + 1 are shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.7: Upper-left: estimated results at ‘A’. Upper-right: estimated results at ‘B’.
Lower-left: estimated results at ‘C’. Lower-right: estimate results at ‘D’

Figure 3.8: Left: estimated trajectory. Right: actual trajectory in an aerial image
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Figure 3.9: Flow(2D) errors between actual and measured features

Figure 3.10: Reprojection(3D) errors between actual and measured features.

Discussion

The reason why the 2D flow-error median increases is that the speed of the vehicle
increased slightly over time. Another reason is the sky takes significant regions of
the input images after the 600th frame. Reported values in Figure 3.9 are illustrated
by estimated results in Figure 3.7. The yellow circles give the actual positions of
detected features at Frame k + 1; the red circles are the estimated positions of the
matched features from Frame k. The 3D reprojection error diagram is shown in
Figure 3.10.
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3.2 Point-Cloud Backmapping Approach

The proposed method, named stereo-vision point-cloud backmapping method (sPB-
M), is different from other existing work with respect to three aspects. First, it uses a
motion layer to remove all the moving features between every two frames. Second,
it applies a segmentation-cut method to minimise typical errors occurring in stere-
o matching. Third, it measures a number of local transformations with calculated
weights, in order to sum up an accurate global transformation.

Egomotion Estimation Method

A stereo-cameras system is mounted inside the car just behind the rear mirror.1 Our
proposed method consists of the following main components: 2D feature matching,
3D feature triangulation and mapping, motion estimation, and noise minimising
with a Kalman filter.

Disparity Smoothness Issues

Stereo matching applies a data cost and a continuity cost function [52] when cal-
culating the location difference (i.e. the disparity) between a pair of corresponding
pixels in the left and right image. Our method of choice is iSGM (see [46]) for gen-
erating the disparity maps of recorded stereo frames. Calculated disparity maps
generally contain noise, miss-match errors, and gaps (due to occlusions and low
confidence). In order to improve the availability of dense and accurate disparity
data, we implemented an “aggressive” method for smoothing disparity values for
any given tracked feature.

For any subsequences of subsequent s frames (we use s = 5 in the formula below
and experiments), the disparity value of a tracked feature is bound by the following
rules:

d(k···k+5) =

{
−1 if d4total < |dk − dk+5|
k ·Md ·+d0 if d4total ≥ |dk − dk+5|

(3.28)

where Md is the mean value of changes in disparity values among considered sub-
sequences of length s. We consider a linear model for the ego-vehicle’s motion.

In order to minimise the errors (or uncertainties) for different estimation sce-
narios, we propose a feature selection scheme. Features with a smaller disparity
are put into a candidate set for estimating rotational measurements. Features with

1In our test system, the cameras record sequences as 12-bit grey-level images at 30 Hz with a dimen-
sion (width times height) of 2046× 1080 pixels for both the left and right images.
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larger disparity values are used to calculate the translational component of the ego-
vehicle’s motion. The scheme uses a threshold (to create the two candidate sets)
which is the median value of disparities of all detected features.

From Local to Global Transformations

There is a common observation for any reconstructed cloud of 3D points: the white
noise is mainly distributed along the Z-axis. In order to minimise the errors, we
segment those clouds of 3D points and smooth disparities. For any set of 3D points
on a local (triangulated) segment, we specify two values: (1) The depth value dedge
of its nearest edge element, and (2) the smallest depth value dsmallest inside the
segmented region. Based on those two values, we then calculate a smoothed depth
value to replace a measured value as follows:

Zsmooth = Zedge − (
Zedge − Zsmallest

dedge + dsmallest
) · dedge (3.29)

A pair of local segments (between subsequent frames) generates a local trans-
formation. Every local transformation has a weight for finally defining the global
transformation. The weight is obtained as follows:

ω(x, α, β) =
1

β
√

2π
e
− (x−α)2

2β2 (3.30)

where α = 0, β = 150, and x is the distance to the cameras within an assumed range
of (0, 150] meters. The global transformation is then defined by

Tglobal =
∑

(ωx ·Tlocal) /
∑

ωx (3.31)

Improved translation and rotation parameters (R, t) can be obtained by apply-
ing least-square optimization with two sorted sets of nmatched features from Frame k
(feature mk,i) to Frame k + 1 (feature mk+1,i):

E = arg min
(R,t)

n∑
i=1

|P(mk+1,i)−P(Rk,i ·mk,i − tk,i)| (3.32)

The projection function P(mk) is defined as follows:

P(mk) =
f ·B
d
· [u, v, 1]> = [X,Y, Z]> (3.33)

for a feature mk detected at (u, v) in the input image. Here, f is the focal length
of the corresponding camera, B is the length of the baseline, and d is the disparity
value of the given feature.
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Extended Kalman Filter

In order to minimise the Gaussian noise in the estimation of the ego-vehicle’s mo-
tion, we propose to use an iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF) to solve this prob-
lem. As introduced by Julier et al [48], an IEKF is designed for filtering noise in
nonlinear calculations, but it is also reliable for solving problems those are almost
linear. Since the time interval between each two subsequent frames is relatively
small, which is defining a nonlinear problem but “almost” linear.

Process Model. The process model of our method follows the general form

xk =

[
Ak 0

0 Ak

]
· xk−1 + b>k + nk (3.34)

of a Kalman filter where the state vector xk contains the camera’s pose given by
world coordinates (X,Y, Z) and Euler angles ϕ, θ, and ψ, extended by changes
(X ′, Y ′, Z ′) and ϕ′, θ′, and ψ′. The Euler angles are calculated for pitch, roll, and
yaw. For calculating the current state vector xk, we combine the positional and di-
rectional data into a state-transformation matrix as follows:

Ak =



1 0 0 4t 0 0

0 1 0 0 4t 0

0 0 1 0 0 4t
1 0 0 4t 0 0

0 1 0 0 4t 0

0 0 1 0 0 4t


(3.35)

Vector bk is the optimal control-input of the Kalman filter.

Measurement Model. A measurement is the observed camera translation and its
rotation. As we assumed a linear model, the new translation and rotation is directly
obtained by our ICP method. Thus, the relation between the current state vector xk

and the measurement state vector zk is described as follows:

zk = H · xk + nk =

[
I6 0

0 I6

]
· xk + nk (3.36)

where Rx, Ry , and Rz are the rotation matrices calculated from the three relevan-
t Euler angles. The variable nk represents the measurement error assumed to be
Gaussian noise with zero-mean.

An implemented Kalman filter consists of two major steps in one calculation:
prediction and correction. In the prediction step, it predicts the projections of the
current state vector to the next state, in order to obtain a so-called ‘priori’ estima-
tion. In the correction step, it measures the optimal Kalman gain, then updates the
‘posteriori’ state based on the calculated Kalman gain.
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Prediction. Between every two frames, we estimate the a-priori state vector x̃k+1|k:

x̃k+1|k = Ak · x̃k + bk (3.37)

and a priori projection noise covariance matrix Pk+1|k:

Pk+1|k = Ak ·Pk ·A>k + Qk (3.38)

where Variable Qk is the covariance of the uncertainty in the measurement.
Correction. We calculate the Kalman gain for the next state based on Equation (3.36).

Kk+1 = Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 · (Hk+1 ·Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 + Rk)−1 (3.39)

Variable Rk is the covariance of white noise nk in the observational data, the resid-
ual covariance ñk+1 can be measured as follows:

ñk+1 = zk+1 −Hk+1 · x̃k+1|k (3.40)

the following shows the update of the ‘a-posteriori’ state vector:

x̃k+1|k+1 = x̃k+1|k + Kk+1 · ñk+1 (3.41)

and we can measure the ‘a-posteriori’ projection noise covariance:

Pk+1|k+1 = (I−Kk+1 ·Hk+1) ·Pk+1|k (3.42)

Results and Evaluation

The evaluation is carried out following camera calibration, which provides the cam-
eras intrinsic parameters, and time-synchronised stereo-pair video recording. The
testing sequence contains 1,246 stereo frames recorded at 30 Hz; see Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Left: driving straight. Right: driving around a roundabout
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Figure 3.12: Estimated camera trajectory with corresponding 3D road reconstruc-
tion. Left: driving-straight subsequence. Right: roundabout subsequence.

Frame dimensions are 2046×1080 pixels. The proposed method is implemented
in C++ with OpenCV and PCL technology on a standard laptop computer. The
tracked features are estimated using the Lucas-Kanade algorithm; see, e.g. [21, 52].

Figure 3.12 presents a dense 3D reconstruction of street segments with the shown
camera trajectory. Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the tracked features’ incremen-
tal registration in the scene. We measure the re-projection error, frame by frame, in
order to evaluate the accuracy of the egomotion estimation.

Figure 3.13: Tracked features in a 3D representation for the driving-straight subse-
quence.
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Figure 3.14: Tracked features in a 3D representation for the roundabout subse-
quence.

The result shows that the mean of the re-projection errors for these two subse-
quences is all under 2 pixels, which is acceptable for driver-assistance purposes, but
possibly not yet ideal for the very challenging road-side reconstruction as pioneered
in [100].

3.3 Summary

This chapter firstly reported an approach for stereo-vision based egomotion esti-
mation. The proposed method estimates the motion data of a mobile stereo vision
system over stereo image sequences. It focuses on calculating the cameras’ move-
ment between every two frames in a relatively small time interval.

This chapter secondly reported a novel egomotion estimation method named
stereo-vision point-cloud back mapping method (sPBM). The reason why we choose
an ICP-based method is that it has the potential to be extended for adding or remov-
ing non-static objects in a traffic scene, and for mapping changes of road environ-
ments over time.

As mentioned before, one type of sensors alone (here: stereo cameras) might
solve the problem under various conditions, but combining gathered data with
those recorded by another sensor (e.g., a GPS unit) is expected to improve the ro-
bustness of our proposed method; it will be discussed in the following chapter. The
ultimate goal is to estimate accurate egomotion of the ego-vehicle for all possible
circumstances, it then can provide a solid foundation for higher-order applications
of driver assistance systems, such as holistic traffic scene understanding.



Chapter 4

Multi-Sensor Integration

This chapter presents a novel approach for egomotion estimation with multi-sensory inte-
gration. The motion analysis part of the proposed method is built based on the traditional
workflow of visual odometry. The multi-sensory approach enables us to use GPS data for
each key frame in the input sequence, in order to reduce the positioning errors of the estima-
tions, so that the drift errors could be corrected at each key frame. Then the overall growth
of the build-up errors can be bounded within a certain range. Part of the chapter’s content is
published in our paper [3].

4.1 Studies of Multi-Sensory

Due to the nature of image data, the camera-based methodology generally provides
reliability, robustness, and cost-effectiveness, which suits the needs and require-
ments of many computer-vision applications in both academic and industrial fields.
However, the optical cameras also introduce certain level of noise during the pro-
cessing stage. Because egomotion estimation has a long processing pipeline, the
errors caused by noise in the input data would build-up at each phase.

In our research, we started to realise that the integration of different types of
sensors could lead to an optimal solution for many cases. Based on that finding,
we propose an approach that allows accurate egomotion estimation over stereo im-
age sequences, also using GPS data. The proposed method focuses on calculating
the cameras’ movements between every two key frames. We employ a set of linear
Kalman filters to track a set of selected features, in order to find the best feature can-
didates for motion analysis. Moreover, the proposed method can handle the addi-
tional GPS data, in order to reduce the drift errors in the actual motion. An extended
Kalman filter is applied “globally” for the overall cameras’ trajectory tracking and
correction.

Multi-sensor integration is usually defined as an intelligent system operates with
multiple sensors, and the input data from these disparate sources will be combined,
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in order to provide more confident results [58]. There are several popular sensors
available in the field of egomotion estimation, such as IMU, radar, LiDAR, Cam-
eras, GPS, etc. For instance, the KITTI vision benchmark suite uses a Velodyne laser
scanner and a GPS localization system to provide the accurate measurements of the
cameras’ movements as the ground truth for their visual odometry data sets [36].

4.2 Data Fusion and Sensors Setup

A trinocular-camera system is mounted inside our test vehicle; it records image se-
quences as 12-bit RGB images at 30 Hz with a dimension of 2046×1080 pixels for ev-
ery camera, as shown in Figure 4.1. The real-time GPS data is collected synchronous-
ly for each frame. We obtain the RGB value of each pixel by using the colour image
from the left camera. Our proposed method consists of five major phases: (1) feature
matching and projecting in 3D Euclidean space, (2) remove outliers of the tracked
features with a fusion of Kalman filters, (3) stereo-vision based visual odometry, (4)
trajectory correction with an extended Kalman filter, and (5) GPS integration. The
pseudo-code of our method is shown in Algorithm 1.

To construct the 3D world for our experiments, we decided to use the left-handed
Cartesian coordinate system where the origin is the mid-point on the road in the first
frame. The z-axis is pointing to the camera’s facing direction at the origin from the
first frame to the second frame. The x-axis represents the distance shifts from the ori-
gin to the left. The y-axis indicates the change in height. In the 3D world coordinate,
we assume that the camera is at a pre-defined position [x y z]> = [left height 0]> at
the beginning.

Figure 4.1: An example of a rectified trinocular frame for an outdoor environment
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Input: A sequence of stereo images, {Ik}k≥1
Additional input: Corresponding sequence of GPS data, {Gk}k≥1
Output: Rotation R and translation t of the camera’s motion
k ← 1 # Initialise frame index
C1 ← (0, 0, 0) # Initialise camera position
while more frames do

# Phase 1: feature matching and projecting in 3D Euclidean space
{pi}i∈Fk ← all features on image Ik
{p′i}i∈Fk+1

← all features on image Ik+1

{P ′i}i∈Fk+1
← 3D projection of {p′i}k+1

# Phase 2: remove outliers of matched features with Kalman filters fusion
F ′k ← indices of filtered matching features

||d|| ←
∑

i∈F ′k

√
(pi − p′i)2

||dgps|| ←
√

(Gk −Gk+1)2

if ||d|| ≤ n(noise tolerance) and ||dgps|| = 0 then
R← I3 and t← [0 0 0]>

else
# Phase 3: stereo-vision based visual odometry

(R, t)← camera pose from {(pi, P ′i )}i∈F ′k
# Phase 4: trajectory correction with EKF
(Rekf , tekf )← rotation and translation from EKF

# Phase 5: GPS integration (dynamic weighted mean)
(Rgps, tgps)← rotation and translation from GPS

if Rekf · Ck + tekf ≤ σgps window then
(Rint, tint)← α · (Rgps, tgps) + (1− α) · (Rekf , tekf )

where α← ||d′||/(||d′||+ σgps window)

and ||d′|| ←
√

(Xcam −Xgps)2 + (Ycam − Ygps)2 + (Zcam − Zgps)2

# dgps is the distance between the estimated and GPS coordinates
else

(Rint, tint)← (Rekf , tekf )

end
end
k ← k + 1 # next frame pair

end
Algorithm 1: The proposed egomotion estimation algorithm with GPS input
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4.3 Error Handling and Optimisation

The ideal environment for egomotion estimation is that all the features from a stat-
ic scene are matched and tracked perfectly, and the corresponding disparity maps
should also provide 100% accurate depth information. However, our world is never
perfect, every aspect of the input data will bring a certain level of noise (e.g. noise
from stereo matching, errors in feature matching). Noise filtering is an essential step
for any further processing.

In our approach, we use a fusion of linear Kalman filters for augmented feature
tracking, in order to filter outliers with wrong disparity information, and to elim-
inate any miss-matched correspondences. We also propose an extended Kalman
filter for tracking the rotation (Euler angles) and translation of the vehicle’s motion.
Julier et al. [48] suggested that the EKF is reliable for solving nonlinear problems that
are almost linear. In our proposed method, we use the EKF for tracking changes of
the egomotion transformation frame by frame, where the gaps (i.e. the time interval-
s) between every two frames are relatively small. Therefore, tracking and correcting
the camera’s trajectory and pose can be considered an almost linear problem, solv-
able with EKF.

Local Kalman Filter Fusion

The concepts of Kalman filter fusion for tracking features’ 3D positions were firstly
introduced by Franke et al. [33]. Our experiments have convinced us the quality
of the tracked features could greatly influence the accuracy of the egomotion esti-
mation, so we would like to select a subset of the static features with a rule-based
scheme. Since the disparity maps are a major input, and we assume the disparity
values contain normal-distributed noise, we could use a set of linear Kalman filters
to track the change in 3D positions of the features, and build up the confidence of the
selected features. Therefore, we can discard features that appear at unpredictable
positions, for example, a sudden change in depth, those are considered outliers. In
this way, the overall accuracy of egomotion estimation can be improved.

State Vector. The state vector is a 6× 1 vector, it contains the 3D positional data and
its velocity:

xk = [x y z x′ y′ z′]> (4.1)

Process Model. The process model relates to the state vector; it describes the state
vector change from the previous moment k − 1 to the present moment k:

xk = Ak · xk−1 + b>k + nk (4.2)
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where Ak =

[
I3 ∆t · I3
03 I3

]
Ak is the state transition matrix and bk is the input-control vector.

Measure Model. The measurement is obtained by the mean of the two transforma-
tions Tk−1|k(from Frame k− 1 to Frame k) and Tk|k+1(from Frame k to Frame k+ 1).
The measurement model only observes the position data of the current state of the
tracked image features: [

xk yk zk
]>

= H · xk + nk (4.3)

where H =

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

 and xk =
[
xk yk zk x′k y′k z′k

]>
H is the observation model matrix, and nk is the Gaussian noise.

Global Kalman Filter

The global Kalman filter is designed to correct the errors in the camera’s motion
estimation. The term ‘global’ refers to the overall transformation matrix of the ego-
motion estimation. It firstly estimates the possible transformation of the ‘next’ state.
If the difference between the predicted and measured coordinates of the vehicle is
larger than a pre-defined threshold, it will then use the relative GPS data (if the G-
PS is active for the frame) as the new input of the measurement, and provide the
corrected coordinates of the vehicle, in order to minimise the drift errors in the total
travelled distance.

Process Model. The process model of our method follows the general form of a
Kalman filter:

xk = Ak · xk−1 + b>k + nk (4.4)

where the state vector xk is a 6 × 1 vector that contains the camera’s world coordi-
nates (X,Y, Z), with its direction vector that contains the three relevant Euler angles
(i.e., ‘pitch’, ‘roll’, and ‘yaw’ angles). Combining the positional and directional da-
ta in state vector xk = [Xk Yk Zk ϕk θk ψk]>, we obtain the state-transformation
matrix:

Ak =

[
R′k 03×3
03×3 I3

]
(4.5)

The transition input vector of the Kalman filter is as follows:

bk = [tk|4ϕk 4θk 4ψk]> (4.6)
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Measure Model. The measurement can be defined as the 3D position of the cam-
era’s GPS reading in our VO Cartesian coordinate system. A function is used to
convert the latitude and longitude to [Xgps, Ygps, Zgps]. The relevant elevation infor-
mation of the current frame can be either collected from the GPS altitude readings
(with a possible large error), or it can be gathered from a road surface measuremen-
t database. The current state vector xk has a relation with the measurement state
vector zk that is described as follows:

zk = H · xk + nk = [Xgps Ygps Zgps 0 0 0]> (4.7)

and noise nk is the assumed white (Gaussian) noise. Then, the measurement matrix
H can be formed as follows:

H =

[
R′k 03×3
03×3 03×3

]
(4.8)

where R′k = Rz ·Ry ·Rx

the three sub-rotations Rx, Ry , and Rz are the rotation matrices along the x−, y−,
and z−axis directions, they are derived from the corresponding Euler angles.

Prediction. It is required to estimate an a-priori state vector x̃k+1|k from Frame k to
Frame k + 1:

x̃k+1|k = Ak · x̃k + bk (4.9)

and an a-priori projection noise covariance matrix Pk+1|k with its relative state mea-
surement uncertainty Qk:

Pk+1|k = Ak ·Pk ·A>k + Qk (4.10)

Correction. First we calculate the Kalman gain

Kk+1 = Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 · (Hk+1 ·Pk+1|k ·H>k+1 + Rk)−1 (4.11)

for the next state based on Eq. (4.7). The residual covariance ñk+1 can be measured
as follows:

ñk+1 = zk+1 −Hk+1 · x̃k+1|k (4.12)

Finally, we update the posteriori state vector:

x̃k+1|k+1 = x̃k+1|k + Kk+1 · ñk+1 (4.13)

and the posteriori projection noise covariance matrix:

Pk+1|k+1 = (I−Kk+1 ·Hk+1) ·Pk+1|k (4.14)

Rk is the covariance of the observation white noise nk, and Qk is the covariance of
the predicted estimation error.
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4.4 Multi-Sensor Integration

Multi-sensor integration is a key to solve many problems in the field of egomotion
estimation. It brings multiple layers of input data so that the different types of input
could provide evaluations of the estimations. With additional GPS data input, we
propose a multi-sensor (stereo-vision cameras and GPS unit) integration approach.

In our study, we choose to integration the existing trinocular-camera system with
a GPS sensor. Figure 4.2 shows a sketch of the proposed integration approach. We
use the GPS data as an evaluation supplement when the estimated vehicle’s position
is in the ‘tolerance’ window of the GPS coordinates; in this case, we trust visual
odometry estimation over the GPS data. However, if the calculated trajectory (by
visual odometry) is out of the ‘tolerance window’ according to the GPS data, then
the GPS coordinates will be used as the measurement of the current frame in the
extended Kalman filter. The calculated trajectory will be then corrected according
to the GPS coordinates and the history of the previous trajectory by the EFK.

Based on the GPS data and the Kalman filter fusion, we propose a feature inte-
gration approach. It uses the GPS reading as a guidance vector for each frame to
calculate the supposed positions of tracked features. Next, we use the Kalman fil-
ters to predict the estimated positions. Then we can calculate the integrated feature
positions by taking the mean of the supposed and estimated positions. Finally, we
use the improved feature set to calculate more accurate estimations of egomotion.

A GPS unit is used in our testing vehicle to collect real-time geodetic coordinate
data (under the ‘WGS 84’ standard), including latitude φ, longitude λ, and altitude
α for every frame. First, we convert this corresponding GPS data into an Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. After the conversion, all the coordi-
nates should be able to shift into our primary ‘local’ reconstruction coordinate sys-
tem of the roadside reconstruction experiments. We assumed that the GPS readings
contain a certain error (0.5%) due to a number of approximations, irregularities of
the Earth surface, and deviations in the GPS signal readings in our formulae.

Figure 4.2: A sketch for drift-error correction by GPS integration
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Figure 4.3: The result of 3D reconstruction with the KITTI data set

Evaluation for Multi-sensor Integration

The experiments were carried out under the following assumptions: the camera’s
intrinsic parameters are known, and the stereo image pairs are time-synchronised
and well rectified. We report about experiments with our proposed method on KIT-
TI data [37], and also on our own data.

We could not test the GPS integration of our method with the KITTI data sets
because the KITTI sequences do not provide general GPS data for testing, they use
the combination of GPS and IMU sensors for generating the ground truth. Our own
data contains GPS input for the experiments of the multi-sensor integration, but the
GPS readings are from a basic GPS unit with certain levels of inaccuracy.

Our method is implemented in C++ with OpenCV [20]. We use the PCL li-
braries [80] for the visualisation of the 3D reconstruction. We use the ‘FAST’ feature
detector and the ‘BRISK’ descriptor to ensure promising results. The 3D roadside
reconstruction is used here as a part of the evaluation process.

Figure 4.3 illustrates a dense 3D roadside reconstruction using the KITTI data.
The blue dots show the camera’s trajectory in the scene estimated by our feature-
matching-based visual odometry method. The green dots indicate the ‘corrected’
trajectory by the extended Kalman filter, being an essential element of our approach.
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Figure 4.4: Egomotion estimation with additional GPS input. The roadside is recon-
structed using filtered features. The green dots show the camera positions in each
frame. The red dots show the GPS coordinates for each frame

Figure 4.4 shows results using our own image sequences with additional GPS
data. The 3D scene is reconstructed using sparse and filtered feature points. The red
dots are the coordinates of the converted GPS signal.

The GPS readings from our sensor are not continuous. The sensor will receive
an actual reading at a rate of every 28 frame, which is also the synchronised as the
number of frames per second of our trinocular-camera system. Figure 4.5 is an ex-
ample of our actual GPS readings. The two colours show the GPS readings are from
two separate recordings. We use the extra GPS data for our multi-sensor integra-
tion method, and also it is used as the initial positional guidance for the multi-run
scenario approach.

Figure 4.5: The nature of GPS data. [0-1] indicates the strength of the signals; [1-769]
indicates the frame index accordingly
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Figure 4.6: The practical GPS readings (red) compared to the estimated VO trajecto-
ry (green) at each corresponding frame

Figure 4.6 shows an example of the GPS readings in actual practise. The correc-
tions of the EFK will only take place when the GPS data is active and clear. When
the GPS data is missing, the EFK will still track the camera’s motion, but will not re-
ly on the guidance of the GPS signals. The green dots show the improved trajectory
of the camera positions.

Figure 4.7: Comparisons of drift errors in 3D reconstruction scenes. The red curve
represents the errors before the application of the Kalman filter fusion. The blue
curve represents the reduced drift errors after the application of the Kalman filters
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Figure 4.7 shows comparisons of drift errors before and after applying the Kalman
filter fusion for two test sequences. It clearly indicates that the Kalman filter fusion
can provide more stable and reliable results. Each test sequence contains more than
700 stereo image pairs.

The experimental results show that the additional GPS input is a valuable sup-
plement for any stand-alone visual odometry application. It provides useful and
live measurements for evaluating the calculated pose and motion data. In general,
the drift error builds up over the travelled distance, the longer the distance travels,
the faster the error builds up. Even with careful and well-designed noise filtering
functions (e.g. RANSAC, or Kalman filters), some errors still remain occasionally,
since the pipeline is complex and long.

Moreover, the multi-sensor integration enriches the input data. The resulting
visual odometry supports improved reconstruction; it helps to combine street seg-
ments according to the GPS data. Therefore, the 3D scene reconstruction can be
done at a larger scale (i.e. in different sections in a large area).

Figure 4.8 shows the results for the multi-run scenario without using any ICP or
3D features. This demonstrates an alternative methodology for solving such kind
of problems, compared to other traditional VO methods. However, it also heavily
relies on the accuracy of the GPS input. Another benefit is that our method can
bound the build-up of the drift error within a small range, which means that the
overall VO drift error will not increase anymore according to the distance travelled.

Figure 4.8: The proposed multi-sensor integration demonstrates the ability of solv-
ing the multi-run problem: Combine 3D reconstructions obtained by multiple runs
through the same street. Red and blue point clouds are the features; green and yel-
low lines are the camera trajectories; red or blue dotted lines are the GPS trajectories
of the first or second sequence, respectively
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4.5 Summary

This chapter reported an egmotion estimation approach with multi-sensory integra-
tion for dynamic reconstruction. It firstly calculates the visual odometry over stereo
image sequences and then integrates the motion data with additional GPS signals.

For complex dynamic environments, the stereo cameras might only capture fea-
tures on moving objects (e.g. when following a truck), in this case, the visual odom-
etry can lead to wrong results, and errors can build up quickly. Since there is no way
to distinguish static features from the dynamic scene in this scenario, we believe that
multi-sensor integration can be a proper solution for such problems.

In our proposed approach, the reason why we choose to use feature matching
rather than the traditional optical flow method at Phase 2 in our algorithm is that
the feature matching method gives more reliable and stable results under many cir-
cumstances, whereas the optical flow methods could not provide such results when
the displacement between every two input frames is getting larger (e.g. the vehicle
speeds up).



Chapter 5

Multi-run Roadside Reconstruction

This chapter presents an approach for incrementally adding missing information into a point
cloud generated for 3D roadside reconstruction. We use a series of video sequences recorded
while driving repeatedly through the road to be reconstructed. The input video sequences are
recorded while driving in opposite directions in the same street block, we call this a multi-
run scenario. The multi-run concepts are explained in Section 5.3. Part of the chapter’s
content is published in our paper [4].

5.1 Problem Overview

Scene reconstruction plays an important role in many applications, including urban
planning, route navigation, entertainment or gaming industry. Accurately recon-
structing the 3D scene is still an extremely complex task in computer vision. Scien-
tists and researchers introduced different methods and types of sensors for improv-
ing the egomotion (i.e. rotation and translation) estimation. For instance, a mobile
terrestrial light detection and ranging (LiDAR) system can deliver highly detailed 3D
data [103], but its usability can be influenced by common weather conditions, such
as rain or snow. In addition, the price range of high resolution LiDAR sensors could
be from 7000 up to 100000 dollars, they are much more expensive than optical cam-
eras. The typical price range of optical cameras is usually from 100 to around 1000
dollars. Therefore, the use of optical cameras is the most cost-effective and more
robust option in our case.

A major problem for stereo vision is the occurrence of the object occlusions. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows a colour-coded disparity map with occlusions and possibly missing
data. We propose an approach that reconstructs the scene over multi-run sequences.
It takes stereo sequences as the major input and GPS data as a type of supplemen-
tary input. By using multi-run image sequences, our proposed approach aims at
filling in the missing data, typically represented by 3D point clouds prior to surface
triangulations or surface rendering.
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Figure 5.1: Example of a disparity map (middle) generated from a given stereo image
pair. Blank spaces in the point cloud (right) suggest occlusions or otherwise missing
data for high-confidence stereo matching

Visual odometry (VO) is the key step of a long production pipeline of our multi-
run approach. Scaramuzza et al. [82] indicated that VO methods can provide the tra-
jectory estimation with a small error range between 0.1% to 2% of the actual motion.
Olson et al. [73] suggested that the average error of the VO methods is achievable to
be less than 1% of the total distance travelled. However, tiny errors that are caused
by noise from the image data can build-up along a sequence quickly. Therefore, we
apply Kalman filters to respond to the noise in the input data, in order to improve
the overall egomotion estimation. In our research, we also use multi-sensory inte-
gration to achieve an optimal and reliable solution for visual odometry in complex
and dynamic environments.

5.2 Motion Analysis

For our visual odometry method, we use a trinocular vision system to collect the
image data. The recorded images are with 2046 × 1080 and 12-bit depth resolution
for each camera. Figure 5.2 (top) shows an example of recorded data. In order to
gain more overlapped regions in the point clouds for the multi-run scenarios, we
decided to use the right image rather than the left image as the reference for the
disparity map. The trinocular vision system also enables us to have a third-eye eval-
uation approach, see our co-authored work [8], to measure the consistency of any dis-
parity values among the three cameras. Figure 5.2 (bottom) shows the correspond-
ing disparity map and the transitivity-error-in-disparity-space (TED) based-disparity-
consistency map. The red pixels show the region with high confidence, whereas the
blue pixels indicate low consistency in disparity values.

The proposed visual odometry method mainly follows the traditional workflow:
(1) Feature matching and tracking. (2) Stereo matching. (3) Remove outliers with a
RANSAC-based scheme. (4) Disguising foreground and background features. (5)
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Figure 5.2: Top: An input example for trinocular vision. Bottom: Corresponding
color-enhanced disparity image, and its TED consistency map

Use static features to obtain the motion data by solving the perspective-n-point (PnP)
problem. (6) Correct the trajectory with an extended Kalman filter. (7) Optical and
GPS data (i.e. multi-sensory) integration.

The roadside reconstruction and the GPS trajectory will be projected into a left-
hand local Cartesian coordinate system, where the origin is the shifted GPS position
of the first frame. The z-axis is pointing forward into the initial default driving
direction. The x-axis represents distance shifts from the origin to the left or right.
The y-axis indicates changes in elevation. A positive value means a more elevated
position. In the scene reconstruction coordinate system, we assume that the camera
set is at a pre-defined position [x, y, z]> = [left,height, 0]> at the beginning.

5.3 Multi-Run Approach

The proposed multi-run approach takes one or more independent sequences for the
same street block or area, and uses them to find missing information in the total
(so far) reconstructed point cloud. Figure 5.3 shows trajectories of the GPS signals
for the four recorded sequences, each independent sequence is marked by a different
colour. Theoretically speaking, taking more image sequences around the same block
(more dense information) should allow us that the proposed approach achieves
higher quality of the overall roadside reconstruction, but this will also come with
performance and accuracy issues.
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Figure 5.3: Left: Trajectories of four subsequent runs around the same city block,
distinguished by colours. Right: Corresponding 3D reconstruction of the city block
(shown at very low resolution here, just indicating the reconstruction)

Multi-sensory integration is a solution to accuracy problems. It enriches the di-
mensions of the input data, so the different types of input data can be used either to
evaluate each other’s accuracy, or to increase the information density in the input.
For our approach, we use optical cameras (stereo-vision) and a GPS sensor. The im-
age data are the main input of the proposed VO method. For the motion estimation
phase, we choose to trust the image data over GPS data. GPS signals usually contain
a 0.5% error, due to a number of approximations, irregularities of the Earth surface,
or deviations in GPS readings.

Since the error is irrelevant to travelled distance, so the GPS data can be used to
bound the growth of the VO drift error. Once an unusual change is detected, or the
growth of the drift error exceeds a tolerance threshold, then the GPS data will be
used to correct the overall trajectory by the EKF.

Based on image and GPS data, we propose an approach for the multi-run re-
construction. Figure 5.4 shows the working pipeline of the proposed multi-run ap-
proach. First of all, we use the trinocular vision system to gather the required image
data for the VO method, in order to estimate the motion data for every frame, and
then create point cloud for ‘one run’ based on the known motion. Second, we pick
the image data recorded in the same street block to construct the point cloud for
the ‘second run’. Then we use the GPS data of each sequence to roughly guide the
merging action of the two point clouds into one ‘overall’ point cloud. After the
rough merging, there are gaps between the two point clouds, so we use an ICP-
based method to minimise the transformation between the two given point clouds.
However, ICP has its own bottle-neck of performance issues, so we need to reduce
the workload to an acceptable level. Thus, we introduce two key interest regions in
the 3D reconstruction input: (1) Overlapping regions. (2) Corner regions.
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Figure 5.4: The pipeline of the multi-run approach

Determination of Overlapping Regions. In order to reduce the processing time
and the calculation workload, we need to determine some overlapping regions in
the reconstructed point clouds. Then we take only the overlapped region (i.e. the
“joint region”) as the input to the ICP method to determine the best transforma-
tion between the two independent point clouds. The GPS coordinates are used as
guidance for finding candidates of overlapped regions.

Corner Region Recognition with GPS. The ICP method is used to find the precise
transformation between the two point clouds for the multi-run scenario. However,
the ICP method comes with performance limitations. A typical street block usually
contains hundreds to thousands frames, which means the size of the point clouds
can be too large to process. Due to the limited computation resource, we need to
down-sample or reduce the total size of the input data for ICP. Therefore, we choose
to use the corners around the block to estimate the transformation. Usually, the
corner regions generate point clouds that contain very dense features and textures,
because the vehicle needs to slow down at the turning point or corner region of any
street block. This action will also gather rich information in all perspective view di-
rections at the corner regions. Figure 5.5 shows an example of the 3D reconstructed
point cloud at one detected corner region. Directly using GPS coordinates is also an
efficient and effective way to detect any corners in the trajectory.
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Figure 5.5: An example of a detected street corner

Error Handling and Kalman Filters

Optical cameras can provide fairly robust performance for all situations, but being
relatively cheap also comes with some drawbacks (e.g. noise or geometric errors in
image data). The ideal environment for egomotion estimation is that all the static
features are perfectly detected and matched, and the disparity maps should provide
perfect depth information for all the features. In reality, our world is never perfect,
every aspect of the approach will bring a certain amount of errors. Noise filtering
is an essential step for our algorithm; it should eliminate or at least bound the error
propagation within an acceptable range.

In our proposed approach, we use Kalman filter fusion for filtering the errors in
the feature matching phase to establish correct correspondences between two fea-
ture sets (in the base and in the match image). In addition, by tracking the features
individually with extra depth information, the errors in the disparity and Euclidean
space can be minimised. Therefore, the perspective transformation can be estimated
more accurately.

We also propose an extended Kalman filter for tracking the rotation (Euler an-
gles) and translation of the vehicle’s motion. Julier et al. [48] suggested that the
EKF is reliable for solving nonlinear problems that are almost linear. In our pro-
posed method, we use the EKF for tracking changes of the egomotion transforma-
tion frame by frame, where the time intervals between every two frames are rela-
tively small. Therefore, tracking and correcting the camera’s trajectory and pose can
be considered to be an almost linear problem, solvable with an EKF.
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KF Fusion for Feature Tracking

We propose local linear Kalman filter fusion for feature tracking: one filter for each
of the continuously tracked features. Franke et al. [33] firstly used Kalman filter fu-
sion for tracking image features in the 3D space, in order to remove the outliers by
measuring the gap between actual and predicted positions of tracked features, and
to classify features into foreground or background. This research shows that error
minimisation in feature matching and tracking is the key factor that directly influ-
ences the quality of the final egomotion estimation. Therefore, we use a set of linear
Kalman filters to keep track of all the selected features, and to detect any unexpected
change in the tracked features pool. An unexpected change can be, for example, a
rapid change in depth or direction; the relevant features are then outliers and need
to be discarded. We assume that the noise in the input data is white Gaussian noise,
such as the noise introduced by the stereo matching algorithms.

State Vector. The state vector is a 12 × 1 vector; it contains the 3D positional da-
ta [x, y, z]> and its velocity [x′, y′, z′]>. Additionally, it contains the direction data
[ϕk, θk, ψk]>, and the corresponding angular speed [ϕ′k, θ

′
k, ψ

′
k]>. Thus, the state vec-

tor xk is formed as follows:

xk = [x, y, z, x, y, z′, ϕk, θk, ψk, ϕ
′
k, θ
′
k, ψ

′
k]> (5.1)

Process Model. The process model relates to the state vector; it describes the state
vector change from the previous moment k − 1 to the present moment k:

xk =

[
Ak 0

0 Ak

]
· xk−1 + b>k + nk (5.2)

where Ak =

[
I3 ∆t · I3
03 I3

]
Ak is the state-transition matrix and bk is the input-control vector.

Measure Model. The measurement is updated by the motion estimated from the
last frame. The measurement model observes the current state of the positional and
directional data. Thus, the measurement zk is given as follows:

zk =
[
xk, yk, zk, ϕk, θk, ψk

]>
=

[
H 0

0 H

]
· xk + nk (5.3)

where H =

[
I3 0

0 I3

]
H is the observation model matrix that translates the state vector to the measure-
ment vector. Noise vector nk represents white Gaussian noise.
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EKF for Multi-sensory Integration

The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is particularly designed to solve non-linear prob-
lems that are “almost” linear. However, the EKF could provide poor results when
the prediction and update functions are highly non-linear. In our case, we propose
to use the extra GPS data as the major guidance of the positional data of the re-
construction. We still use the continuous image sequences as the major source for
motion estimation. The time interval between every two frames is small enough to
consider it an ’almost’ linear problem. The term ’global’ refers to the overall mo-
tion transformation into the next state, and it also refers and compares to the ’local’
Kalman filter fusion discussed in Section 5.3.

State Vector. The state vector is a 12 × 1 vector; it contains the 6 elements for po-
sitional data and its velocity, and 6 elements for directional information. Thus, the
state vector xk is formed as above in the local filter, but here with a global meaning:

xk = [x, y, z, x′, y′, z′, ϕk, θk, ψk, ϕ
′
k, θ
′
k, ψ

′
k]> (5.4)

Process Model. The process model of the EKF is formed by its common f and h
functions. So, the state vector can be described by the EKF function

xk = f (xk,uk) + wk (5.5)

and the measurement vector can be described by

zk = h(xk) + vk (5.6)

Extended Process and Measure Model. The state vector is given as

x = [p>,p′>,w>,w′>]> (5.7)

where vector p represents the positional and velocity information, vector w repre-
sents the angular data. Thus, the positional information can be extracted by the
following equation: [

pk

p′k

]
=

[
I ∆t · I3
0 I

]
·
[

pk−1
p′k−1

]
(5.8)

The measurement model needs additional normalization as follows:

zk = h(x) =

[
p

normalize(w)

]
=

[
p
w
|w|

]
(5.9)

Then, the EKF cycle can start to iterate with the two given functions f and h.
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5.4 Evaluation for Multi-Run Reconstruction

The following assumptions are applied for our experiments: (1) the rectification
process of the trinocular system is assumed to be done perfectly; (2) the recording
platform is assumed to basically and only travel forward. The experiments have tra-
jectory estimations and 3D scene reconstruction as generated outputs. We evaluate
our approach by measuring the overall merging quality of the independent point
clouds, and the percentage of the missing information that was recovered from a
subsequent run.

The proposed approach and experiments are implemented in Visual C++ with
OpenCV and Point Cloud Library (PCL). The feature detector used in our method is
‘FAST’, and the feature descriptor used is ‘BRISK’. The 3D roadside reconstruction
of the multi-run approach is considered to be the major experimental result. Its
quality can be evaluated both visually and also by understanding whether more
gaps (in the point cloud) are filled.

Figure 5.6 illustrates a 3D roadside reconstruction of a city block. The red dot-
s show the projected positions of the trinocular camera set (i.e. its trajectory) for
every recorded frame in the sketched 3D scene. This trajectory is estimated by the

Figure 5.6: Result of 3D roadside reconstruction without using GPS data. Red dots
indicate the cameras’ trajectory in the 3D scene
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Figure 5.7: Initial result for a multi-run approach (i.e. after the first run)

proposed feature-matching-based VO method. The trajectory is first estimated by
the PnP method, and then corrected and predicted by the proposed EKF. From the
bird’s-eye view of the city block, we can see that the roadside reconstruction, ob-
tained from the sequence recorded in the first run, still contains many gaps and
holes in the point cloud. They are inherited from the disparity images, such as from
missing matching pixels, or occlusions.

Figure 5.7 (left) shows a region which was missing in the first-run point cloud.
Figure 5.7 (right) illustrates the result of finding the missing data in the reconstruct-
ed point cloud after applying the second run sequences. The independent point
cloud from the second run enhanced the overall reconstruction result. It brings in
data, that is missing in the first-run point cloud, but also more noise.

Figure 5.8: 3D reconstruction by multi-run approach on the same street. Red and
blue point clouds are the features; green and yellow lines are the camera trajecto-
ries; red or blue dotted lines are the GPS trajectories of the first or second sequence,
respectively
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Figure 5.9: Comparisons of drift errors for the four input sequences of the multi-run
approach. The red and blue curve represents the differences in drift errors before
and after the application of the EKF

Figure 5.8 shows the 3D reconstruction result after one run of a multi-run se-
quence set. The GPS data is also used here for bounding the total drift-error growth.
However, in our experiments, the drift error is usually not big enough to activate a
correction action of the EKF. The red dots are the projected positions of the convert-
ed GPS signals. The currently used GPS sensor provides discontinuous data, with
time gaps of one second. Therefore, we designed the EKF to be only active when the
GPS data is clearly on-line. Once the GPS signals are dropped, the weight of the G-
PS signals’ reliability will be minimised. The red dots show the improved camera’s
trajectory that is done by the EKF.

Figure 5.9 shows the detailed comparisons of drift errors before and after ap-
plying the EKF for the four input testing sequences. Sequences 1 and 2 are in the
same direction, and so are Sequences 3 and 4. The figure demonstrates an effect:
the testing sequences recorded in the same direction would more likely lead to sim-
ilar behaviours of drift error generation and EKF correction. It also shows that the
EKF correction will gain more control when the drift error gets larger. Each testing
sequence contains around 1,400 stereo image pairs.
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Our experimental results show that the multi-sensory method is a promising
and valuable addition to any stand-alone VO applications. The extra positioning
data can be either used as supplementary input or as evaluation measurements.
Generally speaking, a stand-alone VO drift error builds up quickly over distance.
For instance, even if there is only a small error occurring in the rotation, it will
lead to a large drift error in both rotation and translation estimations. The applied
filtering methods (e.g. RANSAC, Kalman filters, or bundle adjustment)can improve
results for egomotion estimation, but some errors always remain.

Moreover, multi-sensor integration enriches the input data. The resulting visu-
al odometry supports improved reconstruction; it helps to combine street segments
according to the GPS data. Therefore, the 3D scene reconstruction can be done at a
larger scale (i.e. in different sections in a large area). This demonstrates an alterna-
tive method for solving such a kind of problems, compared to other traditional VO
methods. However, it also heavily relies on the accuracy of the GPS input. If the
GPS is accurate enough, our proposed method could use the extra input to bound
the growth of the drift error within a relatively small range. It could also lead to a
worse motion estimation if the GPS data has low accuracy.

5.5 Summary

This chapter reported an effective approach using multi-run sequences to fill in the
missing data of 3D roadside reconstruction. The point clouds from different direc-
tions on the same street are merged together, to solve the missing data problems
caused by the occlusion on the disparity images. GPS signals are used as the guid-
ance of the camera set’s rough position. It also is an important measurement that
could bound the growth of the VO drift errors. The motion data is estimated mainly
based on trinocular (stereo vision) image sequences.

In the phase of merging reconstructed point clouds, the ICP-based method ap-
pears to be the best option for precisely adjusting the transformation between two
independent point clouds. It clearly shows that it can achieve more reliable result-
s when the two point clouds have different perspective angles, compared to the
3D-feature-based method. However, the ICP-based method has performance limi-
tations when the size of the input point clouds is “too large” (obviously a relative
measure). Moreover, the ICP-based method can introduce more errors when the
overlapped regions are not well-defined; the ICP algorithm will be trapped by the
local optimisation problem. It means that the best adjustment description, calculat-
ed by the ICP-based method, might not be the true best adjustment description.
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Geometric Multi-layer Optimisation

This chapter presents a novel approach for optimising visual odometry results in a dynamic
outdoor environment. We introduce a weighting scheme that measures the relevance and
confidence among different geometric layers for further analysis. We use a 3-state Kalman
filter optimisation approach to reduce the introduced white noise for our algorithm. Our
method follows the traditional process of visual odometry algorithms by focusing on motion
estimation between pairs of two consecutive frames. We use the KITTI data sets and their
provided ground truth of the to measure the mean rotation and translation errors of our
method. The experimental results suggest that our geometric multi-layer approach can effec-
tively remove all the dynamic features in the scene and provide more reliable visual odometry
results. Part of this chapter’s content is submitted in our paper [5].

6.1 Problem Overview

Visual odometry (VO) algorithms are widely used for solving “where-am-I” prob-
lems that require extensive and precise geometric calculations. For example, driver-
assistance systems (DAS) in the automotive industry [105] require solutions in such
problem domain. Computers are trained to listen, to see, and to sense the road
geometry and the dynamic traffic environment, in order to provide comfort with
safety, to assist drivers to follow traffic instructions, and to avoid road incidents.
For instance, DAS should avoid that a sudden turn results in a pedestrian accident
or a braking manoeuvre in a collision. Demands for computer vision solutions. to
be integrated into DAS, are immensely increasing these days towards holistic scene
understanding.

Motion data can be obtained by multiple types of sensors, including inertial mea-
surement units (IMU), global positioning system (GPS) units, radar sensors, cameras,
or laser range-finders. For the presented solution we choose to use only optical
cameras (and not any additional sensor), and consider accuracy as being the first
priority; optimising the run-time performance will need to be considered later. Ac-
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curately estimated motion among subsequent frames of a recorded video sequence
can then be used, for example, for 3D roadside reconstruction.

Stereo cameras and stereo vision [52] offer in principle economy and robustness
for understanding 3-dimensional (3D) scenes, but also require often more advances
in computer vision techniques for solving tasks up to expectations. Vision-based
egomotion estimation [69] is the method we use to determine the trajectory of the
ego-vehicle (i.e. the vehicle where the cameras are operating in). This is typically the
first step in a whole pipeline of processes for understanding the road environment.

Computationally it is an expensive task that requires massive observations and
calculations. For online processing, the motion analysis function is usually required
to handle the input of stereo image pairs at a frequency of 25 frames per second or
even more.

6.2 Relevant Studies

Nister et al. [69] firstly introduced visual odometry in 2004; the method estimates
odometry information based on recorded stereo image pairs only, not using other
data as, for example, the vehicles’ yaw rate or speed. An advantage of visual odom-
etry is that it avoids the influence of motion estimation errors in other sensors (e.g.
the influence of mechanical issues such as wheel slips, or the still existing inaccuracy
of cost-efficient GPS or IMU sensors).

Scaramuzza et al. [82] suggest that visual odometry methods usually lead to
a much smaller relative position error (in a range between 0.1% to 2% of actual
motion) compared to traditional wheel odometry methods.

Maimone et al. [61] present a vision-based egomotion application used in Mars
exploration rovers; they demonstrated the great capability of this technology on
another planet for the first time. With these advantages and examples, vision-based
egomotion analysis proves itself as being a valuable navigation technology, and a
potential feature of mobile computer vision applications.

Existing vision-based egomotion algorithms take image data either from monoc-
ular cameras, stereo cameras, or omnidirectional cameras. A solid foundation of a
stereo-vision method for visual odometry is provided by Matthies in [63, 64]. The
presented algorithm is for estimating the robot’s positional data by tracking land-
marks with a stereo vision system. It proves that a stereo vision system usually
provides better estimation results than a monocular system.

Rabe et al. [76] defined concepts of 2-frame motion field estimation; the paper
demonstrated a novel approach for calculating 3D scene flow data using a Kalman
filter and parallel implementations.
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Kalman filters are used for eliminating the noise that is introduced from every
aspect of the VO production pipeline. Kalman filters are widely used in many fields
since it was firstly introduced [49] in 1960, not only in the computer science domain.

A Kalman filter usually consists of two major steps: prediction and correction.
In the prediction step, it estimates the current state of the system, which is called the
priori state, and it also produces the corresponding uncertainty of the prediction. In
the correction step, the Kalman filter compares the predicted state and the observed
state at the moment, and then computes the estimated state of the next time frame.
The errors are usually assumed to be the Gaussian noise.

Schmidt [83] proposed a nonlinear extension of the original Kalman filter, which
is known as the extended Kalman filter (EKF). The EKF has already been considered
the de facto standard in the nonlinear filtering problem domain [48], such as for GPS.

6.3 Geometric Multi-layer Optimisation

The proposed geometric multi-layer optimisation (GMO) uses the information of the
features in the 2D images and the corresponding depth data in the scene for creating
multiple layers, in order to optimise VO estimation for any two consecutive frames.
Due to the properties of the disparity value’s uncertainty, we assign different weight
to the tracked features, in order to achieve more accurate results for translation and
rotation measurements.

For stereo matching algorithms it follows that features at larger distances have
larger uncertainties in the disparity space, whereas closer features have relatively
smaller uncertainties [50]. However, we found that features at further positions to
the camera are usually better candidates for estimating the rotation, whereas fea-
tures at closer positions are better for computing the translation. A similar theory
is also published in [22]. Based on the mentioned theory, the weight of a tracked
feature in the phases of translation estimation can be calculated as follows:

ωi
t =

di

n∑
i=1

(di)
(6.1)

and the weight for rotation estimations will be:

ωi
R = 1− ωi

t (6.2)

where ωi
t denotes the weight assigned to the i-th tracked feature in the phase of

estimating the translation, and ωi
R is the weight of the i-th tracked feature in the

phase of estimating rotation. Symbol d denotes the distance from the camera to the
relevant scene point.
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Figure 6.1: A sketch of the geometric layers, coloured dots denote the projected
features

The tracked feature set in the scene can be divided into three subsets based on
the distance range of their 3D projections in the scene. Each subset is recognised
as one layer, which should contain a similar number of features, an illusion of the
multiple layers is shown in Figure 6.1.

In addition, the distribution of the tracked features on the input image also re-
quires attention. For example, we define a number of focus regions in the input
camera image. Each region is assigned a pre-defined weight.

The combined weight of all the features from a subset layer defines the quality
of the tracked features’ distribution. Based on the distribution quality factor, we can
compute the weight value of each layer, in order to take the distribution quality into
account.
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Figure 6.2: Dynamic features on the truck can be accurately removed by our GMO
method. Top: before applying the method; bottom: after applying the method

In addition, our GMO method uses the previous motion data as one of the s-
tandard measures to distinguish static and dynamic features, in order to lead the
VO algorithm to produce more accurate egomotion estimation. We use an adaptive
threshold to distinguish dynamic and static features as follows:

τ =
√
Di

drift × 2% + 0.5 (6.3)

here,Ddrift is the distance between the measured position of i-th feature in the scene
and the transformed position of the same feature by using the optimal transforma-
tion matrix determined from the last frame. In this way, each feature’s threshold
will be measured adaptively. If the distance difference is smaller than the chosen
threshold, the feature is recognised as static, otherwise it is a dynamic feature.

Figure 6.2 shows an example of the GMO result. The green dots indicate the
tracked features from the previous frame to the current one. Figure 6.2 (top) shows
that there are several image features on a moving truck recognised as being static
features in the video sequence before using our GMO method. Figure 6.2 (bottom)
shows that wrongly tracked features are accurately removed after applying our pro-
posed method to the test sequence.
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6.4 Three-State Kalman Filter

We consider cases when the ego-vehicle is moving slowly. Feature detectors can
only detect pixel-level keypoints with integer coordinates. We can safely assume
that there is a certain level of data loss when matching the features.

The concept of a 3-state Kalman filter aims at using the results from linear Kalman
filters of any three consecutive frames in order to minimise the data loss and to find
optimal results for the subsequence.

Since disparity maps are a major input, and we assume that the disparity val-
ues contain normal-distributed noise, we can use a set of linear Kalman filters to
track the change in 3D positions of the features, and build up the confidence of the
selected features.

Therefore, we can discard features that appear at unpredictable positions, for ex-
ample, a sudden change in depth. Those are considered to be outliers. In this way,
the overall accuracy of egomotion estimation can be improved.

State Vector. The state vector is a 6× 1 vector. It contains the 3D positional data and
its velocity:

xk = [x y z x′ y′ z′]> (6.4)

Process Model. The process model relates to the state vector; it describes the state
vector changes from the previous moment k − 1 to the present moment k:

xk = Ak · xk−1 + b>k + nk (6.5)

where

Ak =

[
I3 ∆t · I3
03 I3

]
(6.6)

here, Ak is the state transition matrix and bk is the input-control vector.

Measure Model. The measurement is obtained by the mean of the two transforma-
tions Tk−1|k (from frame k − 1 to frame k) and Tk|k+1 (from frame k to frame k + 1).
The measurement model only observes the position data of the current state of the
tracked image features:

[
xk yk zk

]>
= H · xk + nk (6.7)

where
H =

[
I3 0

]
(6.8)

and
xk =

[
xk yk zk x′k y′k z′k

]>
(6.9)
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here, H is the observation model matrix, and nk is the Gaussian noise. Because we
aim at minimising the data loss of integer feature coordinates, we use the 3-state
Kalman filter method to reduce any errors that may be generated in this phase .

Evaluation

The experiments were carried out under the following assumptions: (1) the camera’s
intrinsic parameters are determined beforehand, and (2) the left and right images of
the input stereo pairs are well rectified and time-synchronised.

We report about experiments with our proposed method on KITTI data sets [37].
Five sequences (which contains 12, 070 stereo images in total) from the KITTI data
sets are used in the evaluation. We compare the estimated trajectories of our VO
method with the ground truth, and then show the measured translation and rotation
errors for each sequence.

Testing Sequence 03

Sequence 3 of the KITTI data contains 1,602 stereo images. The calibrated focal
length is 721.5377 pixels, and the baseline length of their initial camera setup is
0.53715 metre. The detailed summary is given in Table 6.1.

We recovered the trajectory and compared our estimation with the ground truth.
Figure 6.3 shows the comparison results. Red line denotes the trajectory of the
ground truth; blue line denotes the estimated trajectory of our method.

The measurements of the rotation and translation errors are shown in Figure 6.4
and Figure 6.5. Because this sequence is recorded on the road that is surrounded
by grass, bushes and trees, noise can be introduced by waving leaves in the feature
tracking phase.

Number of images Resolution (in pixels) Focal length (in pixels) Baseline (in metres)
1602 1242 x 375 721.5377 0.53715

Left Camera Right Camera

Table 6.1: Details of the Sequence 03 from the KITTI data sets
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Figure 6.3: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 03

Figure 6.4: Measured rotation error over travelled distance of Sequence 03
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Figure 6.5: Measured rotation and translation errors of Sequence 03
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Test Sequence 4

Sequence 4 of the KITTI data contains 542 stereo images. The calibrated focal length
is 707.0912 pixels, and the baseline length of their initial camera setup is 0.53715

metre. The detailed summary is given in Table 6.2. Figure 6.6 shows the estimated
trajectory of our proposed method. It appears that egomotion is accurately estimat-
ed, comparing with the ground truth of this data set. The translation error of this
test sequence is almost as small as 1%; see Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.6: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 04

Number of images Resolution (in pixels) Focal length (in pixels) Baseline (in metres)
542 1242 x 375 707.0912 0.53715

Left Camera Right Camera

Table 6.2: Details of the Sequence 04 from the KITTI data sets
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Figure 6.7: Measured rotation and translation errors of Sequence 04
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Figure 6.8: Measured translation errors over speed of Sequence 04

Test Sequence 5

Sequence 5 of the KITTI data contains 5,522 stereo images. The calibrated focal
length is 707.0912 pixels, and the baseline length of their initial camera setup is
0.53715 metre. The detailed summary is given in Table 6.3.

We recovered the trajectory and compared our estimation with the ground truth.
Figure 6.9 shows the comparison results. Red line denotes the trajectory of the
ground truth; blue line denotes the estimated trajectory of our method. The mea-
sured rotation and translation errors are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11.

Number of images Resolution (in pixels) Focal length (in pixels) Baseline (in metres)
5522 1242 x 375 707.0912 0.53715

Left Camera Right Camera

Table 6.3: Details of the Sequence 05 from the KITTI data sets
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Figure 6.9: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 05

Figure 6.10: Measured rotation errors over travelled distance of Sequence 05
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Figure 6.11: Measured rotation and translation errors of Sequence 05
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Test Sequence 6

Sequence 6 of the KITTI data contains 2,202 stereo images, detailed summary is
given in Table 6.4. Figure 6.12 shows the recovered trajectory of Sequence 6. Deter-
mining the correct rotation for sharp turns is considered another challenging task in
the motion analysis problem domain. This sequence contains two sharp turns; they
may contribute more errors in the overall rotation estimation. The measured error
in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.14 suggests the same results as our discussion.

Figure 6.12: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 06

Number of images Resolution (in pixels) Focal length (in pixels) Baseline (in metres)
2202 1242 x 375 707.0912 0.53715

Left Camera Right Camera

Table 6.4: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 06
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Figure 6.13: Measured rotation and translation errors of Sequence 05
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Figure 6.14: Measured translation errors over travelled distance of Sequence 06

Test Sequence 7

Sequence 7 of the KITTI data contains 2,202 stereo images. The calibrated focal
length is 707.0912 pixels, and the baseline length of their initial camera setup is
0.53715 metre. More details of this testing sequence is given in Table 6.5.

Figure 6.15 presents the trajectory estimation compared to the ground truth. The
result of this testing sequence demonstrates the advance of our method in a busy
dynamic environment. The measured translation errors achieved below 1.5%, see
Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17, which tells that the proposed method can provide qual-
ity VO estimations for complex dynamic environments.

Number of images Resolution (in pixels) Focal length (in pixels) Baseline (in metres)
2202 1242 x 375 707.0912 0.53715

Left Camera Right Camera

Table 6.5: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 07
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Figure 6.15: Trajectory evaluation of the KITTI testing Sequence 07

Figure 6.16: Measured rotation errors over travelled distance of Sequence 07
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Figure 6.17: Measured rotation and translation errors of Sequence 07
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6.5 Summary

In this paper, we reported a novel approach for optimising visual odometry results
in a dynamic outdoor environment. Egomotion estimation is still considered to be
one of the more difficult tasks in computer vision because of its continued compu-
tation pipeline: every phase of visual odometry can be a source of noise or errors,
and influence future results. Also, tracking features in a dynamic environment are
very challenging. Since feature tracking can only match two features in integer co-
ordinates, there will be a data loss at sub-pixel level.

The geometric multi-layer optimisation method which is designed to handle and
remove dynamic features from any moving object in the scene based on the trace of
the ego-vehicle’s motion data updates.

The GMO method contains a weighting scheme that measures the geometric re-
lations between different layers: We divide tracked features into three groups based
on geometric constrains; each group is recognised as being a “layer”. Each layer
has a weight which depends on the distribution of the grouped features on the 2D
image and the actual position in 3D scene coordinates. This geometric multi-layer
approach can effectively remove all the dynamic features in the scene, and it can
provide more reliable feature tracking results.

Moreover, we propose a 3-state Kalman filter optimisation approach to track key
frames in order to minimise the loss of accuracy from the feature matching phase.
Our method follows the traditional process of visual odometry algorithms by focus-
ing on motion estimation between pairs of two consecutive frames.

In our proposed approach, the reason why we choose to use feature match-
ing rather than the traditional optical flow method is that the feature matching
method can provide more reliable results for most circumstances, whereas optical
flow sometimes quickly “loses the focus” and introduces a large amount of drift
errors, especially when driving (the cameras) at high speed.

Experiments and evaluations were carried out with trajectory estimations and
drift error measurements. We use the provided ground truth of the KITTI data sets
to analyse mean rotation and translation errors over distance.
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Conclusions

The primary focus of this study is on egomotion estimation for 3D roadside reconstruction
in a dynamic environment. At the beginning, we started with the research of stereo-vision
based visual odometry algorithms with different optimisation and error handling methods,
such as RANSAC, Bundle adjustment, and Kalman filters. The multi-run scenarios were
studied and considered as a possible solution for gathering and updating the 3D structural
information of a street or a region. After that, we introduced a multi-sensor integration ap-
proach for bounding the overall growth of the build-up error over the travelled distance in
traditional visual odometry algorithms. In the experiments, we used real world data, which
were recorded by our trinocular vision system, to test our visual odometry method with
multi-run scenarios. GPS information was introduced in our application as the supplemen-
tary data in the phase of multi-sensor integration. This chapter summarises the primaries of
this study and suggests some possible future work.

Visual Odometry

Visual odometry is the major part of the reported research. We choose to focus on the
stereo-vision based system, which appears to be more suitable for the application of
driver-assistance systems, and it can also provide stable input data in many difficult
conditions for VO algorithms. At the final stage of our study, we upgraded the
previous binocular stereo-vision system to trinocular-vision system, and installed
it into the same testing vehicle named “HAKA1”. The third camera can provide
extra data for the consistent check of the stereo matching results or an extra source
of measurements for Kalman filters. Some of our findings are published in [3, 4, 5,
7, 8, 10] with the aid of the new colour trinocular-vision system.

We also focus on the optimisation approaches to eliminate the error and noise
that was introduced in different stages of the egomotion estimation production pipeline,
for instance, stereo matching sometimes could bring a certain level of errors in depth
information. During the studies, we have learnt our world is never perfect.

Moreover, we also reported a method for dealing with disparity smoothness is-
sues. From the studies of stereo matching and visual odometry, we have learnt that
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the disparity values of any features should change with a stable ratio, we call it
disparity smoothness. Any sudden change of an individual feature is considered a
noise, if its ratio is different from most of other features in the same set.

Kalman Filter Fusion

The concept and theory of Kalman filter fusion were first introduced by Frank et
al. [33] in 2005. Based on the similar idea of their work, we tried to develop a local
Kalman filter fusion for tracking the relative motion of static feature points. Because
we estimate the egomotion between every two consecutive frames, and the time
interval between the two frames are relatively small, therefore the motion can be
defined as the “almost linear” problem. We use a set of linear Kalman filter to track
the features and build up the corresponding confidence values. Following that, the
static features with higher confidence can be further used in the egomotion estima-
tion process.

Furthermore, we implemented an extended Kalman filer that takes the extra data
from a GPS sensor, in order to set a limit for the growth of the build-up error of our
visual odometry method. The GPS data was also used in the multi-sensor

Multi-run Scenario

Multi-run scenario is an approach that we reported for incrementally adding miss-
ing structural and positional data into 3D reconstruction point cloud of a street or a
region. The concepts of this design are to use a series of image sequences that might
be recorded several times on the same road in different time and directions, we call
this a multi-run scenario. The details of this approach was explained in Section 5.3,
and published in [4]. The extra GPS data was also used in this case, for the early
location guidance of any newly generated point clouds.

The art-of-state of this approach should be that the 3D map of a city can be up-
dated regularly with such kind of methods. Accurate structural and texture infor-
mation can be automatically collected and mapped in the existing applications, such
as the Apple 3D city map and Google Earth. At the moment, the 3D information of
those applications is adjusted manually by professionals.

Multi-sensor Integration

Multi-sensory integration is another approach that we reported for the visual odom-
etry algorithm that does not only work in complex and dynamic environments, but
also it can provide more reliable results in larger scale with longer travelling dis-
tance. The motivation of using multi-sensor integration is to make the estimation
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results more stable and reliable in practical situations. Researchers put different
kinds of sensors to try to find the optimal solution for all situations.

In the perspective of engineering, the multi-sensor integration is the solution to
deal with such complex and dynamic environment of our world. One sensor will
never work for all situations, laser based sensors require good weather condition-
s, where optical cameras need good light conditions. The calibration procedure of
stereo-vision or multi-cameras systems has been claimed as “solved problem”, how-
ever its results can never be perfect.

Our approach was built-up based on the understanding of the limitations of us-
ing optical cameras only. Details of our multi-sensor integration was explained in
Chapter 4, and published in [3].

Geometric Multi-layer Optimisation

Geometric multi-layer optimisation is a novel visual odometry method that we re-
ported in this thesis. It is especially designed for dynamic outdoor environments.
We presented a weighting schema by understanding the geometric relations among
all the tracked features. Moreover, we introduced the idea of considering the in-
fluence of the previous motion estimations, in order to effectively distinguish static
and dynamic features in the scene.

We used the provided ground truth of the KITTI data sets to analyse our method.
The experimental results showed that our method can reduce the trajectory drift er-
ror to nearly 1%. This result can be improved by optimising parameters for different
stages in the VO production pipeline, such as adjusting the parameters for the stereo
matching algorithm and RANSAC module. The theories and results were reported
in Chapter 6, and published in [5].

Summary

In order to serve the purpose of the driver assistance system, we prefer to devel-
op the on-line visual odometry algorithm, instead of off-line optimising algorithms.
Estimate the egomotion between every two consecutive frames are the fashion of
our visual odometry algorithm, however we also realised that take only two con-
secutive frames for motion analysis is not sufficient, check the consistency among
multiple frames, and integrate the sequences of motion data from multiple frames
with tracked static features should be the solution to more accurate and reliable vi-
sual odometry algorithm.

In this research, we mainly focus on the forward facing cameras setup, because
it is not only widely used in the robotics and computer vision communities, but also
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it is highly recognised by the car industry. Many mainstream car manufacturers
spend a lot of resources and efforts on the researches in the same direction.

Multi-sensor integration approach could be the key to many realistic problems
in the car industry. Overall, we still consider the stereo-vision based optical cameras
as our primary sensor type, due to its robustness and cheapness. Its likeness to our
human vision is another advantage, which provides much flexibility of the installa-
tion within a car. We trust the stereo-vision-based sensor more than other sensors in
the local egomotion estimation. The reason why we choose a GPS sensor as a sup-
plementary source of input data is that in the larger scale of regions, a GPS sensor
could provide absolute positional data with a fairly good accuracy. This method can
provide the property that the traditional visual odometry algorithms do not have.

Roadside 3D reconstruction is an interesting and challenging subject in computer
vision, many tasks can be considered reasonable future work based on our study,
such as the surface reconstruction, texture mapping, moving object detection, and
etc. Another future research task could be using the existing 3D landmarks, such as
power poles on the street, to increase the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction. Without
any doubts, there is always room for improvements.



Appendix A

An Incremental Structured ICP Algorithm

This appendix reports about our novel method that is derived from the original iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithm. The original ICP algorithm was initially designed to esti-
mate the rigid transform between two sets of 3D points for optimum alignment. Generally
speaking, an ICP algorithm firstly tries to establish correspondences between the two input
point clouds, and then uses least-square optimisation for finding the “best” refined transform
by minimising the distance between the aligned sets in their overlapping regions. So we pro-
pose a novel variant of the traditional ICP algorithm for solving the mentioned alignment
problem. Our method, named incremental structured ICP, aims to improve the robust-
ness of the registration estimations for real world data. Evaluations are carried out with
real world data, and the corresponding experimental results are visually presented. Because
the study of ICP algorithms is related but not on the main track of my research, therefore we
report this work in the appendix. Part of the appendix’s content is published in our paper [6].

A.1 Background of ICP algorithms

The iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is commonly used to determine a rigid
transformation between two sets of points in Euclidean space by minimising dis-
tances or gaps between both sets. ICP is frequently applied in computer vision, for
example, in vision-based navigation systems of robots or vehicles, for object surface
reconstruction from different 3D scans with missing data, and so forth.

Generally speaking, the ICP algorithm takes two point clouds as its input, one
point cloud is defined as being the target, which is kept at a fixed position in the
world coordinate system. The other point cloud is defined as being the source.
By minimising Euclidean distances (summarised in an error measure) between tar-
get and transformed source, the ICP algorithm iteratively aligns source to target. It
should finally come close to an overall best transform (which can be decomposed
into a rotation and a translation) of the source “towards” the target.
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In the literature, there are many variants of this common ICP algorithm, includ-
ing point-to-point, point-to-plane, or colour-enhanced methods. In our proposed
method, we focus on solving the pairwise registration problem for two point clouds
in 3D Euclidean space. Each point cloud represents a set of 3D surface points de-
tected by using stereo vision when processing a sequence of stereo frames [52].

Figure A.1 shows two examples of the input stereo pairs. They are of resolu-
tion 2046×1080, recorded at 30 fps. (Due to their high-resolution we only visualise
results for lower resolution in Figure A.4.)

The intended application is to reconstruct roadsides from a mobile platform [100].
Both point clouds represent data obtained from Frame t and Frame (t + 1). The
pairwise registration problem for such two frames of a stereo video sequences are
considered as being a linear optimisation problem.

We assume that the environment is static, and only the mobile platform with the
attached stereo cameras is moving. In conclusion, we can safely assume that there
is always a rigid transform for aligning the input point clouds.

Figure A.1: Two subsequent stereo pairs (showing left image of each pair only) of a
recorded stereo sequence with their corresponding point clouds.
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We base our work on the common point-to-point ICP approach, because this method-
ology is appropriate for unorganised point data sets, and it can be easily improved
and converted into the point-to-plane variant by using additional input information.

We present a novel variant of the common ICP method which we call the in-
cremental structured ICP. Our proposed method uses a structured process to filter
outliers by incrementally enlarging the coverage of the input point clouds, from one
iteration step to the next step. Compared to other ICP methods, our method is able
to reduce the impact of outliers and of missing data, as usual for disparity maps.
Our method accurately establishes correspondences between the two input point
clouds, with or without any pre-defined heuristics, such as defined by assigned
weights to correspondences, or by a guess of an initial transform. Our proposed
method is intentionally designed for dealing with real-world data.

Data: Two point clouds Ptgt = {x0, . . . , xn} and Psrc = {y0, . . . , yn}, and an
initial estimate of a transformation matrix Tguess.

Result: The transformation matrix Tfinal which describes the best alignment
between Psrc to Ptgt.

Initialization: k ← 0; Tk ← Tguess;
while not yet maximum number of iterations do

for i← 0 to n do
yi ← function : align(Tk, xi);
xi ← function : findClosestPointInPtgt(yi);
if ||yi − xi|| ≤ τ then

ωi ← 1 : assign weight value ‘1’ to the current correspondence;
else

ωi ← 0 : assign weight value ‘0’ to the current correspondence;
end

Tk ← arg min
(R,t)

n∑
i=1

{ωi · ||(R · xi + t)− yi||2}

end
Psrc ← function : alignPointCloud(Tk, Psrc);

if 1
n ·

n∑
i=1

||xi − yi||2 > σstop then

k ← k + 1 and iterate from Step 1;
else

Tfinal ← Tk, terminate iterations;
end

end
Algorithm 2: Common ICP algorithm
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A.2 Studies of ICP Algorithms

The original ICP algorithm has been firstly introduced by Besl and KcKay in [19]
in 1992. Both authors described the basic work flow of the algorithm as shown in
Algorithm 2.

A concept similar to ICP was also independently developed by Chen and Medion-
i in [24]. These authors used a different approach based on 3D surface registration
and this work is usually recognised as a point-to-plane variant of ICP. Here, the ad-
ditional input of surface normals aims at an increase in robustness of the ICP algo-
rithm, without reducing speed or increasing algorithmic simplicity. The minimising
function in Algorithm 2 is here modified as follows:

T← arg min
(R,t)

n∑
i=1

{ωi · ||ni · ((R · xi + t)− yi)||2} (A.1)

where ni is the surface normal value at the location of the 3D point yi in the source
point cloud.

Since the ICP algorithm proved to be an effective way of solving the registration
problem, many variants of ICP have been proposed in the sequel. The problem of
merging data sets from multi-views is addressed in many publications. Johnson et
al. [47] implemented a multi-view merging approach with not only the 3D infor-
mation, but also extra colour properties. Pulli [75] also suggested the use of angles
between normals for solving the pairwise registration problem of large data sets.
Rusinkiewicz et al. [79] classified and summarised six typical steps that could im-
prove the classic ICP, and those are (1) subset selection, (2) subset matching, (3) cor-
respondences re-weighting, (4) outlier rejection, (5) error metric assignment, and (6)
error metric minimising. Feldmar and Ayache [31] introduced a new ICP extension
by using additional curvature properties and extended Kalman filters to improve
the accuracy of the registration results in the correspondence re-weighting step.

Most of the variants of ICP seek to either improve their performance or to gain
accuracy. But the most difficult task of ICP is how to reduce the impact of outliers
present in the input datasets. The authors of [25] used a least-trimmed square (LT-
S) approach to increase the robustness of their method. RANSAC-based methods
(i.e., [27, 32] are also a proven solution to reject outliers from the input. Sharp et
al. in [86] suggested that the use of Euclidean invariant features can significantly
reduce the chance of an ICP algorithm being trapped in a local optimal situation.
Another attempt of a new ICP method is implemented by Segal et al. [84]; these au-
thors combined the common ICP and its point-to-plane derivative into a probabilis-
tic framework, in order to gain robustness without sacrificing speed or algorithmic
simplicity.
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A.3 Proposed IS-ICP Algorithm

Our proposed method is called incremental structured ICP (IS-ICP). It applies a struc-
tured filtering procedure to reject outliers by incrementally enlarging the coverage
of the input data sets. Similarly to the common ICP, our method takes two 3D s-
cans (point clouds) as its input. We calculate an initial transformation Tguess as an
optional input. The output is a refined transform constructed as a least-squares so-
lution. It is common practice that the required alignment transform between both
input point clouds is usually relatively small; thus, it can be assumed that the input
data define a linear optimisation problem.

For consistency, we assume that both input point clouds Ptgt = {x0, . . . , xn} and
Psrc = {y0, . . . , yn} are of equal cardinality, with n being a known number of 3D
points in the following explanations and calculations.

Initial Guess Transformation

The initial guess transformation of ICP is usually defined (in homogeneous coordi-
nates) as a 4× 4 identity matrix by default. In our proposal, we decide to produce a
calculated initial transform as an optional input for the proposed IS-ICP algorithm.
First of all, we need to find the 3D centroid of each point cloud:

Ctgt =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xi (A.2)

and

Csrc =
1

n

n∑
i=1

yi (A.3)

Based on Equation (A.2) and (A.3), we form the covariance matrix (as described
in [19]) of each point cloud as follows:

M =

n∑
i=1

[(yi − Csrc)
> · (xi − Ctgt)] (A.4)

where M is a 3× 3 matrix in our case; it can be decomposed using an SVD (singular
value decomposition):

SV D(M) = (U,S,V) (A.5)

Thus, the rotation matrix can be calculated as follows:

R = VU> =

r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

 (A.6)
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and the translation vector can be obtained based on the rotation matrix as follows:

t = Ctgt −R · Csrc =

txty
tz

 (A.7)

finally, the initial transformation Tguess, which maps Psrc into the region occupied
by Ptgt, can be composed as follows:

Tguess =

[
R t

0 1

]
=


r11 r12 r13 tx
r21 r22 r23 ty
r31 r32 r33 tz
0 0 0 1

 (A.8)

This step is considered to be the initial step of our proposed IS-ICP method.
The initial transformation should contribute positively to the final result when the
majority of the input point clouds are inliers.

The Derived IS-ICP

The incremental structured ICP is derived from the original point-to-point ICP al-
gorithm. It improves the original algorithm in two phases: (1) in the establishment
of correspondences, and (2) in outlier rejection.

In the original ICP algorithm, once a correspondence is established, its weight
value or its relation becomes unchangeable. Our proposed method tries to main-
tain the relations and weights of any established correspondences, in order to avoid
infinite local optimisation loops.

The authors of [39] suggested an effective method to assign weights depending
on point-to-point distances. However, this concept did not provide major differ-
ences in the final results in our case. Therefore, we decide to use simple constant
weights (just 0 or 1) to handle the weight assignments.

In the rejection phase, as discussed in [75], there should be at least 10% outliers
rejected according to a pre-defined error metric. This metric is usually the point-to-
point Euclidean distance between the two input point clouds, and it can be evalu-
ated by the least square (error) minimising function of ICP. The authors of [62] also
suggested that the used rejection threshold could be a positive real multiplies the
standard deviation of the Euclidean distances (e.g., threshold 2.5 · σ).

Random Subset Selection

Our method randomly picks a subset of points P ′src from the source point cloud. The
size the subset must be greater than, or equal to 3, but not exceed 50% of the total
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number of the source point cloud. Then, we use a KD-tree to find the correspond-
ing closest points in the target point cloud. By performing the error minimising
function, a transformation matrix T′ of the given subset should be produced at this
stage.

If the difference between the sub transform matrix and the initial transform (as
described in Equation (A.8)) is below a pre-defined threshold, we conclude that the
subset is valid for further processing, otherwise the algorithm needs to random-
ly generate another subset again until it complies with this condition. Unselected
points are put into a candidate pool for future considerations.

Incremental Recruitment and Rejection

After an initial subset is confirmed, the next step is the subset incremental rejection
step. By selecting more points each time into the subset, the coverage of the input
point clouds is incrementally enlarged in every iteration step. The algorithm will
keep finding the optimal transform till all the points in the source point cloud are
tested.

The algorithm considers the new subset transformation matrix only if the changes
in rotation and translation are getting smaller (compared to the previous pair of sub-
sets), otherwise the newly selected points will be rejected. The incremental struc-
tured ICP algorithm follows the rules as below:

|d|4 = ||R0 · t0 −R1 · t1||2 (A.9)

where R0 and R1 are the rotation matrices, and t0 and t1 are the translation vectors.
They are the components of the sub transformations, as mentioned in Equ (A.8). Val-
ue |d|4 represents the difference of Euclidean distances, which reflects the change
in rotation and translation. Thus, the resulting transformation can be described as
follows:

T′n+1 =

{
T′k−1 ·T′k if |d|4(k−1) ≥ |d|4(k)

Tk−1 if |d|4(k−1) < |d|4(k)
(A.10)

here, k is the index of the randomly selected subsets. So, the overall transformation
resulting from randomly selected subsets is as follows:

T′ = T′0 ·T′1 ·T′2... ·T′n (A.11)

where n is the maximum number of loops for subset selections.
Our algorithm does not reweight any correspondences or reject outliers in the

initialising phase. The result T′ is the best optimal transformation from the local
subsets to align the source point cloud to the target point cloud.
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From Local to Global Optimisation

Because our proposed method is only taking 3D coordinate information as its input,
so it is most likely to be trapped by a local optimal (minimal) situation. To solve this
problem, we need to provide a testing function to correct the error with the goal of
global optimisation.

(1) Translation problem. When the input data has simple geometric layouts, the
local optimal problem can be assumed to be a purely translational problem, thus it
can be solved by using the centroid information [see Equation (A.2) and (A.3)] as
follows:

t = Ctgt − I3 · Csrc (A.12)

This correction function is added after the stop criteria. If the Euclidean distance
between the two data sets is getting smaller, it means that the correction should be
kept, and another iteration of ICP needs to be performed.

(2) Rotation problem. When the geometric information is rich and complex, it
could introduce a local optimal situation as the source point cloud is aligned based
on a reflection-type rotation matrix. An example is shown in Figure A.3, (a) and
(b). Usually, the numerics of the rotation matrix could be correct, but the rotation
matrix wrongly transforms the source cloud along x−, y−, or z-axis for 180 degrees.
Similarly to the solution of the translation problem, the rotation needs to be about
the x−, y−, and z−axis. A correctly adjusted rotation should decrease the Euclidean
distance between the two input point clouds.

Evaluation

We compare our proposed method with two other variants of ICP, the common
ICP [19] and the reweighted ICP [23]. For experimental purposes, these two algo-
rithms are implemented based on the basic “point-to-point” concept, and they take
3D point information as the only input, no additional data is provided for matching
(i.e., RGB data, or normal values).

In the experiments, we use both simulated and real word data to do the algorith-
m comparisons. The publicly available simulated dataset (see Figure A.2) is created
and provided by [80]. The real world dataset (see Figure A.4) is generated from
disparity maps; see Figure A.1 for input data.

For the simulated bunny dataset, all of the three algorithms are able to give cor-
rect matching results in most of the cases. In order to test the accuracy and robust-
ness of the three methods, we decided to give an initial alignment (it could also be
used as the ground truth) to the source cloud, with more than sixty degrees of rota-
tion, and more than one meter of translation in all directions along the x−, y−, and
z−axis.
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Figure A.2: Simulated data: A bunny with an initial alignment, where Red shows
the target point cloud, and green the source point cloud.

Figure A.3: Results for the simulated data. Left: Standard ICP. Middle: Reweighted-
ICP. Right: IS-ICP (our method).

Figure A.3 shows the outputs of the three algorithms for a difficult initial align-
ment (as shown in Figure A.2). The standard ICP gives a close matching, however
it is trapped in a local optimal situation. The output of the reweighted ICP indicates
its lack of robustness when there is a relatively large difference in rotation between
the input target and source point cloud. Because the weight of any given correspon-
dences is unchangeable once its value is decided by its re-weighting furcation.
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Figure A.4: Real world data with an initial alignment. Red shows the target point
cloud, and Green the source point cloud.

Figure A.5: Results of the real world dense data. Left: Standard ICP. Middle:
Reweighted-ICP. Right: IS-ICP (our method).

Figure A.5 shows the final (stable) alignments of the three methods. The output-
s clearly show that the incremental structured ICP method has the best matching
results among these three for a difficult initial alignment (as shown in Figure A.4).
The standard ICP method can generally produce good results, but it can not avoid
being trapped in a local optimal situation. Reweighted ICP sometimes assign wrong
weight values to the correspondences, which may lead to a wrong matching result.
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A.4 Summary

This appendix reported a derivation of the standard ICP algorithm, focusing on
improving the matching accuracy by incrementally enlarging the coverage of the
input data. We realised that a already existing ICP variants could be trapped in a
local optimal situation (as shown in Figure A.3), so we took both a local and global
optimisation approach into account, in order to solve such a problem. Our method
keeps the similar basic structure of the standard “point-to-point” ICP, so the sim-
plicity and performance of the method have been maintained in this way.

We compared our method with some other variants of ICP; the experiments
show that our incremental structured ICP method brings improvements in both ro-
bustness and accuracy. When the input data sets are simple, our proposed method
has a reduced chance to be trapped by a local optimal situation. When the input da-
ta sets are complex with outliers and missing data, our proposed method typically
improves the matching results.

At this stage, the input of our proposed method is still just unorganised 3D in-
formation, but some additional information (such as colour, surface normals, and so
forth) could also be introduced in the future. There is certainly a trade-off between
accuracy and performance by considering additional data.
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